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General Harrison "
Zurow broke off and glared angrily

at Roq. The professor's drone was
echo'ed by the bee's buzz. Then:

"Am I interrupting your little
friend?" demanded Zurow, childingly.'
"Or perhaps, judging from y·our smile,

have- interrupted some of your own
thoughts."

For reply, Roq clamped his hand
about the bee, suppressing it, but Vela
noticed that his fixed smile did not
change. Watching the quiver of Roq's
fist, Professor Zurow chuckle~.

"A half-crazed fanatic shook his fist
at San Francisco," recalled Zurow,
"and threatened the city. ,vith de
struction. One week later came the
earthquake. A coincidence? Or was it?"

The professor \vagged a finger at
Rpq Bartha as though admonishing
him to spare New York. As Roq lower
ed his fist, a bell clanged the end of
the period and the students filed from
the classDoon1. Vela Smath, her tin of
Microtext film tucked beneath her arm,
followed Roq Bartha out to Truman
Square.

ROQ'S complexion lost its
look when Vela contrasted it 1,yith the
darker shades of the park bench and
the surrounding shrubbery. RDq open
ed his fist and the bee buzz-ed away J

unharmed.

"Don't Inind Professor Zuro\v,"
sympathized Vela. "He's' all talk.. No-
body takes him s'eriously, or his course
either."

"I do," Roq rebuked. "In fact, your
ancient history, as he teaches it, is
about the only exact science in the
curriculum."

Vela did the 1997 equivalent of
doubletake.

"Why, ,,,,,hat about astrophysics

"A fancy name for the guess-work
once called astronomy." voice
rang with ridicule. "Anyone can calcu
late \veights of planets and distances
to stars when no one knovvs the real
ans,vers."

"Why, you'll be saying next that
geology is ridiculous!"

"The IllOSt ridiculfous of " nodded
Roq. "Take a beetle that crawls over
an apple, never e\TI8n penetrating the
skin. What does it know
the \vorm that burrows out from
core ?"

"Why, why -" Vela finally found
words. "You mean some of us are
beetles and lother people can be com
pared to worms?"

Roq's nod was solemn, but his
retained that fixed half-smile.
minded Vela of a bobbing
but before she could say so, Roq
oed his case against the geologists.

"'First they say the center of

HIl~ the year 763 B. C.," droned Pro
fessor Zurow, "the kingdom of Assyria
suffered upheavals that \vere both
physical and -political, proving that the
two are definitely linked. An 'earth
quake that accompanied a solar eclipse
set off revolts resulting in the over
thro\v of King Ashur-dan."

Professor Zurow gave a pleased
shake of his shaggy head as he tossed
one fact to his listeners and came up
vvith more.

"In 224 B. C.," he continued, "a
great quake threw down the brass
statue of Apollo on the Isle of R·hodes.
The Colossus, as it vvas called, was
about t,\ro thirds the size of our Statue
of Liberty,. which cost three times as
much as the Colossus and has stood
about twice as long. Too bad" - the
professor finished with a cluck - "that
the t\VO never met."

wished now that she'd taken the Fresh
man course in ~ Palmistry here at
Midhattan Excol.

Most perplexing was the bee's be
navior. It was probing R,oq's flesh with
its stinger, yet apparently not hurting
him. The bee was using its wings to
counterbalance a rolling crawl, like a
eat wallo\ving in catnip. Vela, studying
the insect's actions, noted that the
green t'exture of Roq's flesh was like
an inner layer beneath a glossy coat,
ren1inding her of specimens of carbon
acetOUS shale that she had seen in
Sophomore geology.

Zurow meant that last sally for Vela
and Roq, who ,vere now so close that
the girl's head was practically pillowed
on the green man's shoulder. But this
was no case of brazen affection, as
Zuro,JV had whimsically tried to
suggest. Vela vvas Inerely studying the
greenish grain of Roq's hand along
with the busy bee. For the first time,
Roq realized it. Abruptly but without
anger, he pushed the girl aside and
with the same motion sent the bee fly
ing out through the ,\vindow. Instead of
seeking the flower-beds of Truman
Square, the bee circled like a homing
pigeon and buzzed back to Roq's hand.

"The decline of the Roman Empire,"
Zurow was stating, "dates from 366
.It. D. vvhen a submarine 'earthquake
sucked the waters of the Mediter
ranean fDom its harbors and returned
them in overwhelming tidal waves that
horrifi'ed the portion of the populace
fortunate enough to survive.

"Here in America, in the year 1811,
the entire regi,on of the Mississippi
Valley vvas changed by a mighty'earth
quake that stirred the Indian tribes
under Tecumseh into wild revolt. They
were defeated and Tecumseh's power
was broken at the Battle of Tippecanoe

name \vas Roq Bartha,
Vela already knevv. He was
older students at Midhattan

one of the United
registrants who

have come from almost any
or so Vela had previously sup

N~)\v she \vas sure that Roq
from some very distant and

for the color of his skin
a d,istinct and decided green. This

Vela hadn't noticed be
she ahvays sat next to

ancient history.

reason was that R-oq's face was
Not in its expression, for he
in lllanner, friendly in gaze

lllet Vela's glances with a
but constant smile. It was Roq's

fooled her. His face,
and rounded, required close
to reveal the olive green that

beneath its tan. Vela never would
Roq's face that closer look

hadn't just 110'Y vie\ved his
close range.

PROFESSOR Augo Zurow droned
and on, like the bees that bumbled
and out the windows overlooking

Square. His class in ancient
listened patiently, Ilone taking

notes. This was considered a "snap"
course at Midhattan Extension College.
Zurow's exam questions only concern-

dry facts and fixed dates, never
personal digTiessions as he offered
while he punctuated his drone
a sarcastic cluck.

'Tela Smath shied \vith a shriek as
realiz-ed that a buzz beside her was

not an echo of the profesSior's drone
but an actual bee. The student in the

seat put out his hand and let the
on· his thiln1b. Vela glanc'ed

man's face, th€n back to his
A puzzled reflex wrinkled

featur'es.

this enlightened year of 1997/'
stated '''we regard the ancients

stupid folk whos'B fear of nature and
forces was equalled only by their

ignorance of the underlying causes.
superior vvisdom has rectified all

in New York City, the
world's greatest metropolis, what do

find? Open windows and bumble
H,ah!"

ever literally ovvned a
thumb" it was Bartha. The

appreciated it Inore than Vela
for the girl was ''latching the

insect pro\vl contentedly around that
thumb and !onto Roq's palnl as he turn
ed it upvv"ard. Roq's palm, too, was
that clear apple green, except for the
white that accentuated its color

the more. Curious, those lines so
'PQjr"hp·<.:llM.'"{y different from any that Vela

ever seen on a human hand. She



ward - "and YOl
dome. But there -are
domes on Long Island.
ward, like Manihattan,
like human beings,
plants.."

Suddenly flustered, Vela
gaz'e through a pair of
glasses that he had put on
act the sun.. Roq's eyes
brilliant emeralds, reduci
ish complexion to a .mfere pas
expression ,vas quite calm.

"You say Manhatta
dOlnes." Roq pointed to
but decidedly squatty
appea.red to be all windows
the frames that bound them.
yoU call those 1"

"They were a con1promis
ed Vela. "They were b
Fifties and vvere' rated as
proof, but by then New Y
d~clared a non-proof city/'

"Then Manhattan \ViOU

habitable if attacked 7"
"By wardens and sol

"'ela. "Those buildings w
EMS which means Emerg
Structures. They \vere sup
a surprise atomic attack so
the stuff is still moth-balled

"The 1950's must hav'e been 10
fore your tinle, Vela."

"I'll say! Why, I wasn't born
August 1976. I ,vas supposed to
Fourth of July baby to celebra
Bicentennial. So they named me
short :Dorm for 'Very Late'."

"And your other nan1e, Smat

"That dates further hac
Smiths becan1e so preva}ten
followed the plan of the Smy
and subdivided further w
vowels a, -8, 0 and u. I heard
from Grandfather Smath. He
a Smith."

"Was he around when
tbiose bridges 1" Roq had remov
glasses and was shielding -hi
with his hands, like a pair of b
as he brought his finger-tops
so that they formed a V. "Pietur
they are."

"Those go back more
century," said ¥ela. "The Ma
Bridge is on our left, the B
Bridge on our right. They look 1
rails of a track, d'on't they 1
that they spread toward us, the
you're holding your hands."

Roq dropped his hands abrup
turn'ed to look westward. Vela'
traveled the same route, then 1?
blinks of sudden disbelief.

EACH astrodome that Vela vi
was quivering like a bowl of jell
her eyes made the semi-circuit
plastic-sheltered cities

ROQ nodded and they hailed a cab,
one of the quaint old type witn a heli
copter attachment for jumping traffic
jams. They literally hopped over to the
Empire State where one of the new
compression elevators shot then1 to the
tower. Below, Manhattan spread like a
carpet of dull, gray stone, glittering
chrome and muddy l'ed brick, in
terspersed with the sheen of plexiglass.

"I love it the way they've preserved
Manhattan's skyscrapers," enthused
Vela, "like the French Quarter in New
Orleans. And here we can have chang
ing clilnate, with birds and bees." She
halt'ed, hoping she hadn't touched on a
tender subject with Roq. Then quickly,
Vela added: "The only things I don't
like are those ·out of to,vn tourists .."

She gestured at some visitors clad in
pressuriz'ed suits and plastic helmets.

"You'd think they came from space,"
scoffed Vela. "They have to keep the
exact temperatures and atmosphteric
conditions of their home towns, the
dear creatures. But they don't live far
away."

Vela began pointing to transparent
bubbl·es that showed Ion the New Jersey
landscape like spun-glass mushrooms:

"There's Newarkadome, Elizadome,
Jayceedome," - Vela turned Il0rth-

for W,orld War III. Towns and cities
from the smallest up capped them
selves with hemispherical bubbles of
transparent plastic which were both
bomb-proof and ray-proof. Only New
York \vas unable to astrodomize itself
for the war that never caIne. So Man
hattan remains a jumbl~ \of towering
skyscrapers and piles ,of tumbledo\vn
brick. We have kept our tunnels,
bridges, even our old ferryboats ready
for inlmediate evacuation, for we now
fear attack from other planets. I say
we are fools. Should vve ever be attack
ed, it ,vould be froln a \vlorld within!"

The class bell clanged and Vela fol
lowed Roq out to the square, wonder
ing at his hurry. As she overtook him,
something in his fixed smilie shook her
confidence, Vela exclaimed:

"Why, Roq, you Look positively
green. Were you brought up on spinach
until it got into your blood 1 Where in
the VViorld do you COlne froIn!"

Vela didn't realize how she stressed
the word "in." She savv Roq's face
undergo a' series of changes, all in
varying shades of green. He was flush
ing like a ripe cabbage Wlhen he
queried:

"This World War III, it fizzed out,
didn't it, through some international
political deals '?"

"Of course," repli>ed Vela, "but
people still kept their astrodomes.
Wtould you like to go up in the Empire
State Building and view them 1"

earth is all fire/' Roq stated. "Then
they estimate its density as twice that
of the surface. So they compron1ise by
giving it a core of nlolten iron and
blandly support that clailn by saying
that the heavier metal would natural
ly gravitate to the center. Ii so,
shouldn't the nucleus be con1posed of a
still heavier Inetal, say of gold 7" Roq
laughed, but without mirth. "Our wlon
derful world, with a heart of gold!"

Roq's fist canle jingling from his
pocket. He dropped some heavy gold
coins into Vela's hands. They were
larger than any that the girl had 'ever
seen. They were stamped with an odd
symool that baffled her. Still smiling,
Roq arose..

"Seeds fron1 the apple-Ciol'e," he re
marked.. Then: "Tell 111e, Vela, do you
think Professor Zurow really caught
my thoughts when he Inentioned in
t'errupting them 7"

"Why, no," the girl replied. "I do~'t

think telepathy is practical without
the proper instruments. It was just an
old-fashioned figure of speech. They
talked that way back in the Fiftres."

"Y·ou had no idea \vhat was in my
mind 1"

"Why, no .. There's one thing though,
Roq. I wish you would tell me just
what part of the \vorld you really do
come fnom -"

It was too late by then. With a part
ing wave of his hand, Roq walked
away and Vela, springing to her feet
to f.ollow him, sat down suddenly ton
the bench with a shudder that she
couldn't quite fathom .. It wasn't Roq's
wave that put Vela back on the bench.
Rather, her feet seen1ed to trip over
something that just ,vasn't there.

THE next day, Vela gained a
strange glimmer. It came at the finish
of the ancioent history period when
Professor Zurow sidetracked lonto some
of his concluding comm;ents.

"It seems that I called the turn
yesterday," remarked Zurow, smiling
above his int'erlaced fingers as he
rested his chin there and propped his
elbows on the desk. "There was a story
once of a butterfly that stamped its
foot and made the earth tremble. Your
little friend the bee didn't happen to
stamp his foot, did he, Mr. Bartha 7"

Vela gave a sharp look at Roq, who
shook his head.

"The fact relllains," declared Zurow,
whimsically, "that a peculiar seismo
graphic disturbance was reported from
the Manhattan area about this time
yesterday. The experts classed it very
slight. In my opinion, it nlay have
been very deep."

The professor paused, then added:

"History teaches that people always
against things that never happen..

the 1950's America prepared



tions ranging from a hundred thousand
to half a million, they remind'ed Vela of
half-formed soap bubbles trying to
shake loose from the pipes that had
blo\Vll them.

This was no optical illusion. It show
ed on the three dimensional map in the
center of the observation tower. The
out of town visitors were gathering
there excitedly, pointing to their own

domes in horror. As the
ceased, tiny cracks appeared

n'ear the plastic bubbles and smoke is
sued as if from broken puff balls. Vela
looked at Roq, puzzled. His smile con
torted like a caterpillar's crawl as his
eyes glinted through the u-v glasses.

"Very 'educational," said Roq. "What
you have said about Ems, Slnaths and
bridges. The rest of it" - he waved
toward the quieted astrodomes - "is
very familiar. I have seen it oft/en be
fore."

"Fr'om here 7" queried Vela.

"From my apartment, a. two floor
'~valk-up in Lower Manhattan.

UBut how can you see so much from
a walk-up?"

"You ride fifty fl'oors by elevator
first. live on top of the Finance
Building. If you'd like to view the city
again, without disturbance, why not
visit me

Roq was leaving the observation
tower and before Vela could foIllow, she
w-as caught in a swirl of visitors
anxi·ous to get home to their astro
domes. Even those wabbly bubbles and
the surrounding smoke clouds seemed
safer to theln than unp:notected Man
hattan. When Vela finally struggled
from a jammed elevator and reached
the street, she had lost track of Roq.
Velva climbed into the first cab she
saw and gave the order: "Truman
Square.

miss." The driver shook his
head. "We can't keep up with those
name What was it called be
fore 7"

was named after somebody on a
wailed Vela, "until they ship

the statue loff to a museum."

know; but that was the way with
all of them.

UIt's where Midhattan Exchange
College is -"

didn't you say that in the first
place 1" demanded the driver. "I'll
have you there in three traffic jumps!"

IT still vvasn't fast enough. When
Vela reached the Excol, she found that
Professor Zurow had gone. Nobody had
any idea where he might he found.
They were all excited over the TV
flashes of mysteri10us attacks upon the
,Eastern seaboard from unknown
sources, probably some remote planet.

Vela listened to the wild rumors:
"They say the bombs were invisible

until th.ey landed!"
"They came in at such supersonic

speeds that the radar curtain never
flashed them!"

"One theory is they traveled in on
light wav'es!"

"They must have, to penetrate so
deep before they expLoded!"

"That's the only thing that muffled
their impact!"

V'ela couldn't get a word in and it
\vouldn't have helped if she had. All
these statements were at total variance
vvith her own wild notions, which in
their turn weren't logical, but founded
solely ·on a hunch that she couldn't
exactly analyze. For that, Vela was
depending on Profes8'or Zurow.

Of course Roq Bartha had the
answer, but Vela shuddered at the
thought of visiting him. It wlould be
like finding a spider in its web - or
a worm ip. an apple.

N ow the TV was flashing orders to
evacuate Manhattan, ~Thich appalled
Vela all the more, for it m'eant that
there would be no ancient history class
tomorrow, her only chance of contact
ing Professor Zurow. Vela joined a
group to v"latch and listen as the famil
iar face of the popular commentator,
Ab Aa, flashed on the screen.

"The mystery bombings have in
creased," admitted Aa, "but they are
more remote from Manhattan. They
have been felt in Philadome, Schenecta
dome and even as far as PDovidome.
All astrodon1es have withstood the
shock, proving their security. Indeed"
- Aa wagged a ~Tise finger at his
listeners - "though this is by no
means official, it is believed that the
astrodomes themselves, in filtering the
sun's rays, may provide deflector
beams preV!enting direct hits from the
bombs."

At that, Vela Smath V\Tent really
wild.

"Can't you see it's all crazy?" she be
gan telling the ExclOI students. "They
can't be bombs at all. If I could only
find Professor Zurow -"

LAUGHS int'errupted. None of these
students vvere in ZurOV\T's class. they
couldn't catch Vela's drift and now
they were gesturing for her to be quiet
as an offical announcement caIne from
Ab Aa:

"The Port lof Ne.vv· York Authority
has ordered imn1ediate evacuation of
Manhattan and its environs. Only those
V\rith pass cards can remain. They will
be assigned to EMS for safety."

In the bustle that followed, ¥ela "vas
literally swept out to Truman Square,
then to the streets beyond. The city
vvas all confusion - with helicabs hop-

ping about, rumbles coming from neg
llected subways, snorts from antiquated
busses c·ommandeered from museums
and even screeches from the Third
Avenue Elevated, its'elf a museum
piece, as trains negotiated its tracks
for the first time in many years. But
all Vela heard was the bark of the
Saf'ety Wardens, ordering her to show
a pass card that she didn't have. She
vvas shoved on busses only to g·et off
again, until finally she darted into the
Empire State Building.

There, Vela displayed the lonly thing
she had that resembl,ed a pass, her
receipt for a trip to the observation
tower earli'er in the day. She Inumbled
that she'd left a package and they let
her go to the top. There, Vela huddled
by a window and watched the amazing
sC'ene belo\v. Nevv York was a mighty
ant-hill, its living strean1S flowing like
currents. Vela could see thin lines
pouring into subway entrances, others
emerging at the docks where boats of
all descr-iption vvere plying the pop
ulation across the rivers. The bridges,
too, were teeming and off beyond the
limits of the citY,Vela could see trains
streaking away with their human
loads.

All were outbound. On Long Island,
the exodus was continuing to its
extremity. Empty vehicles and vessels
\~Tere returning only to rep1enish their
loads. Dusk settled as Vela wratched,
yet still the departure was going on,
on, on. The girl settled clos'e beside the
windovv vvith a sigh, only to have a
hand clamp her shoulder. Vela looked
up, ready to Vioice a new excuse for
staying here. The ~Tords froze on her
lips.

Vela vvas looking squarely into the
green eyes of Roq. N O\V, as they caught
the glint of the setting sun, they glow
ed with fire that seared the girl's
brain, numbing her soul with their
green heat. Vela \vas more than
hypnotized, she vvas paralyzed. Roq's
voice came in a lizard's hiss, his hand,
too, had a reptilian creep as it crawl
ed past Vela's arm, around her waist
and drew her tOvvard hiln. In Roq's
clutch, Vela came to her feet, moved
mechanically like an obsol'ete robot
vvith the green man guiding every step.

THEY went dovyn in the elevator,
\vith Vela unable ev'en to gasp for help
to an operator vvho vYouldn't have
understo·od her. Roq, ostensibly, was
simply taking her along her way. On
the street, Vela V\Tanted to shout ac
cusations - but of \vhat? If th'e stu
dents at the Excol hadn't been impress
ed, vvho would be? But all the while,
Roq's green gaze gripped her. Not for
an instant did those snak'e eyes lose
their hypnotic spell.



For the first time Roq's smile widen
ed. Vela saw his teeth; they, too, were
green, shaped like bits of finely-carved
jade. They gleamed as Roq added:

"Now you will learn more, in fact,
everything."

Roq unlocked the door of his apart
mente A strange tingling swept Vela

Now, they were in a cab and Roq
was bribing the driver with gold coins
of the same mintage as those that he
had given to Vela. They were speeding
southward and every time a warden
wheeled beside them, Roq flashed a
pass card that he ,had probably bought
with more of that mysterious gold.
They reached the Finance Building,
went through the deserted Lobby and
into a elevator that Roq took up to the
fiftieth floor. Next came the walk-up
that Roq had mentioned and as they
neared the stair top, the green man's
voice sneered from between his ever
smiling lips:

"So you couldn't find Professor
Zurow to tell him your SUspICIons.
That's why you returned to the Empire
State to see l what elsIe would happen.
You didn't know I'd been testing you
deliberately, even furnishing you clues
to see if you could resolve them into
facts."

in

as the green man's arm drew her
across the threshold. It was as though
a thousand bees were > crawling over
her, ready to sting her at an instant's
notice. Vela had seen TV demonstra
tions of people handling such bee
swarms, but this crawly impression
dated to something much more reeent.

Vela was thinking of the bee that had
buzzed into ZUDOW'S classroom, there to
probe Roq's green hand as though it
were a mess of spinach. Perhaps Roq's
creepy flesh had imbibed thousands of
such stings and now could transmit
them like the current from a storage
battery!

THAT fantastic notion faded as Roq
cl,osed the door behind them.

Not even in this advanced year of
1997 could anyone have dreamed up
such grotesque surroundings. The walls
were hung with dark brown curtains
that Vela at first mistook for burlap.
Then she realized they were damp,
matted turf reduced to a paper thin
ness. As the curtains waVlered, Vela
saw that they were held together by
enormous spider w,ebs.

The curtains were self-sustaining,
for huge spiders roved the webs,
scampering quickly to any filaments

that snapped un
spiders ~com ed
hexapods emerged fr
soil. These creatures
sized weevils; quickly th
repaired threads to th
disappeared into the fo

Far from revoltin
strange sight entranced
crawly, yet happy, a

, nature was partly inse
something homely in
soporoific !odor that
partment. Its chairs
greensward, the cou
was mattressed with a
green moss. The
tempting Vela to
luxuriance as she dri
thrilling- to Roq's serp

Now, with Vela's e
the emerald depths
fancy caught the girl.
hypnotic power of t gre
came from heaven-kne
seemed to shrink into
helpl'ess, painfully cree
traver~ing the surface 0

apple, from which emer
worm with leering, jade
emerald eyes.

Roq himself .had planted



gestion in Vela's receptive mind. Now
it 0bsessed her, but she still managed
to cringe from it. With a last burst of
will-power, she broke frDm Roq's
grasp. He sprang from the moss-bank
ed couch, eaught the girl as she neared
a spider-webbed curtain and was about
to drag her back with his constrictor's
grasp, when a cacklyJaugh interrupted

harsher mirth.

The curtains were flung apart, shak
spiders and weevils from their

roosts. From behind them stepped Pro
fessor Augo ZurDw!

THE shaggy-haired savant was
armed with a formidable w'eapon that
even Roq Bartha was forced to re
spect. It was a stubby, large-muzzled
gun shaped like a miniature mortar,.
with an automatic feeder attached. It
was a bip, short for Bottomley's Im-

Pulverizer, which could deliver
a load of electronic dust with all the
e:tfect of an ancient sand-blast'er.

A click told that the bip's
cam,era eye had caught Roq's range ..
Now, Roq could not surge forward fast
enough to gain the weapon, nor could
his strange eyes aid in an attack. You
couldn't hypnotiz'e a bip. Once it had
photo-registered a target, that man
was marked, even if the bip's owner
went helpless.

Roq retired to the couch whil'e Vela
sat down shakily on a grass-upholster
ed chair. Professor Zurow stalked
about the sq:uarish room, flinging open
the bespidered curtains, rev'ealing the
night scene of Manhattan, far below.

Vela gasped. Never before had
mortal eyes like hers viewed such a
sight; nor had Roq's eyes, whatev'er
they were.

The city's power had been cutoff but
its myriad lights still shone with AG
current, a form of bottled luminescence
that ,Yould project its afterglow for
weeks. Its weird irideseence bathed
Manhattan in a great, flickering
aurora that was doubtless being view
ed from astrodomes many miles
around.

The sight pleas'ed Roq more than it
did Zurow. The green man laughed.

"We are isolated now," Roq stated.
"You have light, some heat, but no
power. That m'eans the elevator is cut
off."

"There are still stairs," reminded
Zurow. "Fifty flights of them. Or I
should say" - he added a chortle'
"fifty-two."

"No g.ood," retorted Roq. "The
em'ergadors are sealed."

Vela saw Zurow's scrawny fingers
tighten nervously around the bip's
feeder tube. Apparently he'd forgotten
that all the Manhattan buildings were
fitted with emergency doors, geared to
close automotically when power was
cut off. Then Zurow brightened.

"At worst it is only a stale-mate,"
the professor decided, in a dry tone.
"One life more or l'ess does not matter,
yours or mine, Roq. A short while ago,
I coula. have turned you over to our
wardens. But it does se,em more sport
ing to wait and see whose side wins 
yours or ours."

To that, Roq Bartha bowed his

acquiescence.

"I wondered about you, Roq," con
tinued Zurow, "when I first saw you
in my class. Your intense interest in
my snap course surprised me. You even
made notes on what my fellow-pro
fessors term my crack-pot noti,ons as
to the origin of the human speci'es."

Vela gave a recollective blink.

"You mean when you talked about
dinosaurs and all that?" Vela queried.
"The very first day in class, professor!
You said that early reptilians were
swallowed by the earth along with vast
forests and strange eXJotic plants.
Swallowed alive, you said!"

"Exactly," nodded Zurow, "Then I
suggested that you forget it, rather
than clutter known history with un
known factors."

"You said more," put in Roq. "You
declared that all the history books ever
written only covered the surface of
the world's story. That proved you
suspected the existence of inner
worlds!"

"And I suspected that you came
from there," added Zuro\v. "You were
too green, R,oq, even for a college
freshman. If I nicked you lightly with
this bip" - the professor tilted his
head cannily - "what would come out
of you? Blood or chlorophyll?"

"Both!" Roq drew himself up proud
ly. "Why not? Our race crossed itself
with vegetable and reptilian species
long hefore your warm-blooded
ancestors struggled out of their caves
to seek a barbarous existence on the
V\rorld's shriveled skin. We ignored
you in our vast realms belo\,"', where
we had layers and layers of lands more
valuable than yours. Then, when you
graduated from your childhood into the
adolesence that you term the Atomic
Age, we worried for the first time.
Until then, we had tested you with
gentle warnings. At last you requiT'ed
a thoTiough treatment."

Through Vela's nlind flashed all that
Professor Zurow had tabulated in the
way of earthquakes ancient and
modern, plus their effects upon history
as surface nationS'" kne\v it. From her
purse, the girl brought the gold coins,
clanked them before the professor.

"Roq gave m'e these!" exclaimed
Vela. "He was sounding me out, think
ing I wouldn't believe hiln when he said
they came from the core of the earth.
In fact, I didn't beli'eve him until now!"

"You don't believe me yet," sneered
Roq. "You won't until tomorro\v. Then,
you \\rill see ancient events - as des
crihed by Profess'or Zurow - repro
duced in nlodern times!"

Vela saw an eager glealll COfile over
.Zurow's face as the professor tilted
his shaggy head to encourage Roq..

"W'e tested Manhattan two
ago," Roq declared. HAll it did was
shiver. Solid rock, like Gibraltar, which
we never could budge. So today, we
worked around the circle."

Vela remembered the astrodomes
wiggling like so many bowls of jelly,
each with thousands of human lives
palpitating inside it, all in
Horrified, Vela exclaimed:

"You mean earthquak'es!"

At least Zurow and Roq agreed on
one thing. Both nodded. Then:

"I knew that talk of invisible bombs
was poppycock," stated Zurow. "Our
scientists are still witch-doctors at
heart. They always start with theories
that please them. A historian like my
self prefers to face the truth. Those
bursts came from below, not above.."

"Precisely," declared Roq. "Our
Earthian engineers shifted great blocks
of granite, miles below the crust.
Fortunately for your astrodomes, none
was directly above a fissure. All the
better for us, because it prevented your
so-called scientists from guessing the
real cause."

GINGERLY, rather than cause the
professo~'s bip to discharge its auto
matic blast, Roq stepped to an
that Vela had mistaken for a small
stool but now identifi'ed as a huge
mushroom. Lifting the head from the
mushroom, Roq revealed a TV screen..

"A direct communication line to·
Earthian headquarters, a hundred miles.
belo\v here," Roq stated. "But I can,
tune in 'on your surface stations. Let's;
hear the news."

Roq pressed a button and a newscast
flashed on screen. Out of a blurred:'
face came the never tiring voice of Ah~

Aa.



off the TV ,vith a sweeping

"We luight oblige you soon
turned Roq, in his impassive
depends upon how soon our en
finish their next project. It 8h
take them more than a day."

He gest.ured casually be.YI
dried harbor, then switched the su

"FOR breakfast," said Ro
offer you preserved turtle egg
the Miocene period, some ten to
million years ago. Don't let
antiquity disturb you. After a
cook with coal fnom the carbon
period, a few hundred million
fore that."

that faced New y,ork
Island and Bedloe's lsI
the ooze that now
harbor. Towering hig
above the mired ships, th
Liherty uplifted her torch
pressively than ever. Vela
Zurow's chuckle was insp
the Statue of Liberty,
ancient C,olossus} of Rhod
mained unruffled by an
But there was an added
professor's delight.

"I suppose you would prefer an
of prehistoric jellyfish," snapped
"Garnished with live spiders."

Roq gave a shudder.
UNot live spiders," returned

green man. "You surface folk h
m011Jopoly in the barbarous practi
devouring creatures alive, such a
clams and oysters."

"We'll try the turtle eggs,"
posed Professor Zurow. "I'll ha
poached on toasted gorgonzol·

The breakfast proved quite
and Roq's refrigerator

"Look out there!" Zur
as he gestured with the
how the ancient gorge of
River cuts its way through
ocean bed, just off the Atl
We are the first pe'ople
mighty chasm since t
period, more than a nlillion
That was \vhen the coastal
came submerged, drowning
mouth of the Hudson with i

"But there's a difference," a
Vela, "between eating and cooking

"Perhaps," agreed Roq, mildly.
the eggs will suit your taste..
tried them on other surface f
so have some of your g10

cheese. It wasn't moldy eno
lue."

Vela wasn't impressed
historic data. She swung
Roq.

"So what do we do 1" Vel
"Wait another ,milli:on
tide to come back 1"

Roq pointed northward up the long
valley of the Hudson River. Zuro,v
chortl'ed anew as he saw the great line
of the palisades, the cliffs still intact.
Then, the professor's -mirth ended in a
short gasp, which Vela echoed.

Belo'v those cliffs, the blue water of
the Hudson vvas dwindling away. It be
came a gushing ~Itream, sweeping be
neath the great George Washington
Bridge, vvhich remained intact, anchor
ed to the rocky shores. Novv, turbulent
\vate~s were vvresting ships ir,om their
docks. The Hudslon River was flowing
out to sea, like so much water going
down a drainr

The East River, too, vvas running
out. Its line of bridges now spanned a
rocky, nluck-lined chasm. Farther to
the east, Flushing Bay was flushing
out into Long Island Sound which in its
turn was going dry. From the window

"I told you all that," reminded Roq.
"Those quakes are not intended to de
stroy Manhattan. They are the pre
liminaries to its capture. It is to be
come our Gibraltar. Not yours. Look
there!"

docks because they would be as saf"e
there as on the New Jersey or Long
Island shores which lay so c10se

Roq making no objection, Zurow and
Vela made the rounds of the windows'
which opened on all sides of .the pent
house. Off in the distance they could
catch the glint of the astrod,omes
through a pall of dust that dimmed the
the horiz'on in all directions excep~ sea
vvard. Not only were those cities intact,
they had by now absorbed practically
all of Manhattan's population. wSome
hoyv-, despite the shI'louding smoke that
had come up through the ground fiss
ures, the scene lent a lull of security.

Vela glanced warily at Roq. In the
sunlight, his face had a vegetable look
and its smile reminded her of a carved
pumpkin's. Then, through those jack-o'
lantern lips, Roq hissed:

"See what happens now!"

THE astrodolnes had begun another
jelly-wabble; it was fI'lom that fact that
Roq took his cue. Vela's footing seem
ed briefly insecure, as it had that day
in the Square, proving again that Man
hattan was the cent"el: of a quake which
could do no m,ore than express itself as
luild tremor. Professor Zurow was
studying this, his eyes giving quick
birdlike glances as he hbpped from one
vvindow to another. His own fac"e was
gleeful, his voice happy as he chirped:

"You can't shake us, Roq! With all
your sub-Earthian deviltry, we have
you licked! Manhattan may be our
,veak link against attacks from other
,vorlds. It is our bulwark against in
vasion fTiom our own."1i'1£ you will promise not to pulverize

me, said Roq, "you may step over and
witness one of thos'e very cataclysms
that you have described so often to
your classes."

SOON after dawn, the hiss of Roq's
voice a,vakened the others. Roq
gestured to the window and gave the
professol" a lTIock also intended for
the bip that rested across Zuro,v's
forearm,

Zurow adjusted the automatic range
on the pulvigun and stepped to the
window, accompanied by Vela. B'elow,
they saw a startling contrast to the
Manhattan of yesterday. All activity
had the streets were utterly
deserted. Not even a parked car vvas in

any that remained were pr1o
in the Emergency Mili

tary Structures which stood out sharp-
ly among the older buildings.

Those EMS with their glazite walls
and neochrome partitions were proof

all known forms of bombs and
therefore served as shelter for the
\vardens and military lobservers who
had relnained on the beleaguered
island.

FOl" the first time Roq's face showed
a flush of triumph. It still didn't
humanize him. After all, some species
of lizards were red and so were beets.
But now Roq decided that he had said

Drooping his chin, he folded
his long arlTIS aCTIOSS his opposite
shoulders and lapsed into what appear
ed to be Professor Zurow gave a
nod and closed his own eyes, indicating
that might do the same.

Some boats were still at their
slips along with various forms of river
c.raft and antiquated freighters vvhich
were berthed at piers along the rivers.

had been used in the evacuation
and had returned to their Manhattan

Roq
gesture.

"You see? Your people are still
baffled. think it is an invasion
from outside, not fI'lom the inside. They
have evacuated Manhattan as their
Inost vulnerable city, although it is
actually the most formidable in this
crisis. You ape abandoning your one
great stronghold, you stupid surface
folk. Soon it wHl be ,ours!"

"Invaders from the unknown planet
have been repelled!" was the announce
ment. "Driven back to the shelter of
their own shellholes by the astrodome

Nobody knows what far
planet these green men come from,
but their ships lTIUSt have disintegrated
,vhen they landed' so it will be in1
possible for them to return there!"



l

SOllle othel' fo1'111S of Surfacian food
that he had tri"ed, disliked and forgot
ten. Vela decided that they had enough
to last for several days at least. While
she ~Tas esti1l1ating the larder, Zuro~7

discussed technicalities \vith Roq and
found the green man highly informa
tive.

"For thousands of years," stated
Roq, " \ve have had Earthian spies
among your Surfacian nations. \¥hen
ever one country becan1e dominant, woe
gave it a shake-up. We felt that if you
needed ne\v \vorlds to conquer, you

111ight con1e be1o\v."

Prof'2ssor Zuro\\' nodded, almost
sY111pathetically.

"On occasion," continued Roq, "~Te

released cave-locked races, such as
Goths, Huns, Vandals, and finally the
Tartars. Your civilized nations were
baffled as to \vhere these hordes came
fl'01l1."

"Old legends have significance,"
111used ZUl~OW. "All the Medieval talk of
devils springing from the ground -"

"Could be laid at our doorstep,"
pick"ed up Roq. "It is more effective,

ho\vever, to en1it thelTI fr01l1 the ocean
bed. First, we open inlets to huge sub
111arine caverns which serve as ten1pOl'
al'Y reservoirs. Then" - Roq paused,
gave another gesture fron1 the \\Tindo\v
- ''\vell, look for yourself!"

ZUROvV looked, sa\v son1ething far, far
out beyond the abolished shore line.
Ve1a, peering past the professor's
shoulder, \vas the first to n1ake out
the \vrithing object that \vas humping
up\va1'd and fOl'\vard frOl11 the ocean
bed.



"A sea serpent!" The girl turned de
fiantly to Roq. "Are you letting such
creatures loose on us? Why, you 
you worm!"

Roq bowed as though he had received
a c.ompliment. Then he shook his head
and said: "Look more closely."

"It's a gigantic nlole!"

The 'exclamation came from Zurow,
but Vela only stared. It didn't look like
a mole to her; as the thing crept closer,
it appeared to be simply a trenlendous
upheaval of rock and sea hed forming
a llong ridge like a range of hills to the
left of the ancient Hudson gorge. Roq
observed Vela's puzzlement.

"You'r,e thinking of a diff'erent kind
of mole," explained Roq. "The pro
fessor refers to a jetty or breakwater,
not an excavating mammaL The terms
have the sam'e significance, in a way.
Such a jetty resembles the hump fr"om
a mole's burl'\ow.

"In fact, we once used giant moles to
dig underground passages for us, be
tw'een our great earthlighted caverns.
N ow we have mechanical methods,
compared to which yours are childish.
We have 'picked a flaw or fissure in
the ocean floor, from it we are push
ing a shaft as a splinter wlould run be
neath a skin.

"When the waters return, as they
will when we eject them from their
temporary reservoirs through the aid
of volcanic action, the mol'e, as' Pro
fessor Zurow terms it, will be above
the surface. We shall use it ,,,hen we
need it."

Professor Zurow was muttering to
himself, som'ething ahout the prospect
of constructing a Transatlantic tunnel
by the very process that he was wit
nessing at present. As the day pro
gressed, t~e mammoth burrow kept
coming closer and closer whil'e Zurow
watched in utter fascination. It was
afternoon when Vela heard him mutter,
half aloud:

"It's coming in at Coney Island. Very,
very logical - the burrow. It's per
fectly suited to the present purpose."

That roused Vela's indignation.

"Tell me, professor," she' suggested
tartly, "just whose side are you on?"

Zurow was to-o engro~sed to answer.
Roq spoke instead.

"There's only one side left," said
Roq. "The Earthian side. We'll let you
and the professor live" - he eyed Vela
cannily - "because we can probably
use you for one purpose lor another.
But excuse me now, while I report."

ROQ lifted the lid of the mushroom
ped'estal, tuned the dials and spoke in a

strange but musical jargon, which
brought a respons·e in the same tongue
from a loud speaker. Vela noticed that
ZUl'\OW was listening attentively. When
Roq finished, he addressed them both.

"The work will be done by evening,"
announced Roq. "Then the water will
return. Fortunately there i~ a full
moon tonight. It will enable you to
witness a magnificent but chaotic
spectacle."

Professor Zurow had his head half
tilted, a worried expression in ~is keen
gaze. Roq gave one of his slight
laughs.

"Manhattan will be softened s·omle
what," Roq stated, "but not too much.
I am sure this building will still be in
tact when the invasion strikes."

"Invasion?" echoed ZUl'\OW. "From'
sea or land?"

"From both," Roq replied. "You
could do nothing to stop it if I gave
you all the details~ You have the means
to defend this Gibraltar of yours, yes.
There was a glint ,of half-approval in
Roq's glowing eyes as he glanced from
the windows. "But your def'enses could
all be by-passed. You would have to
counterattack with your puny weapons,
something that you can not do, because
you hav,e no place to assemble them.

"Thes·e wonderful buildings that you
have preserved for posterity" - Roq's
hand performed a sweep --. "this city
of contrasts as you term it, is simply
a memorial to your own stupidity. It
is too late now to change it. Even
when reduced to rubble, your buildings
will form an artificial obstacle that
your mobile units can not overcome:
We shall ride over everything, we
Earthians. You two will witness our
triumph!"

Roq's burning eyes centered Ion the
lower corner of Manhattan and Vela
saw his hands form the same, angle to
ward the bridges located thel'e. Then
the green coals lost their fire and
Roq's whole manner suited his pump
kin smile.

"I must sleep awhile," Roq declared
simply. "Your daylight disturbs me. No
need to wake me. Night will do that for
me. We Earthians thrive in darkness."

Roq went to the mossy couch,
stretched himself there. A shudder
gripped Vela as she remembered the
green Earthian's clutch that would
have drawn her into Roq's slimy em
brace but for the intervention of Pro
fessor Zurow. Even now, the girl was
edging herself closer to the shaggy
haired savant. Vela would .need his pro
tection if Roq's nap proved a pretense.

MINUTES expanded into hours but
Roq made no surprise move. He

certainly appeared to
moles, worms, cabbage ,
els'e had contributed to
found it necessary to slee
from Professor Zurow ca

"I can find lout." Grimly
ed the bip from Zurow's g
to thrust it toward Roq'
we really want to .be al
this is the sure way."

Zurow snatched
before Vera could re
would have reduced
occupant to agree

"But how -

"There's p1ent
cummunication lin
"and it's probably Be

off this penthouse· R
spond. Besides,we wan
elSie he has to say to hi

"You understood Roq's
professor?"

"No, but I already unde
His gestures are self-expres
he spoke of our d'efenses he
pointed to surround skysc
Those are where our guns wo
to be."

"Against an air-attack?"

"N0." Professor Zurow was e
"This invasion is coming fro
Roq said it would ride over
thinking .in terms of massive m

"He could be!" exclaimed
said our own machines weI'
he added that we could no

Prof.essor Zurow clucked a 10
ficant chuckle.

"Because of the buil
,added. "We would hav
assemble our armamen
attack. But I think Roq ha
something. Now as to the actu
vasion, it will come from there."

THE professor p,ointed a long
toward the gigantic ridge that
its way in from the departed 0

the shining sands of Coney.
which were now catching the
glow of the s,etting sun. Vela
her agreement.

"Roq even made a V-signal wit
hands," the girl stated. "He is co
on Victory already."

"So that was it!" clucked
"Well, we've called all the
eluding one I don't like. Ro



helpless here. W'e can do nothing to
stop the invasion, not even flash word
of it."

"I'll see about thatl" exclainled Vela,
grimly. "Give me that bip! I'll threaten
to pulverize Mr. Bartha even though
you won't let me go through with it."

"He'd only laugh," returned Zurow,
clutching the pulvigun. "I've told you
already what \vould happen -"

The professor cut himself short,
stood there gaping, his lips moving
automatically. He was talking to him
self and ¥ela suddenly made out the
silent, repeated words:

"Flash \vord - wired belo\v - flash
\vord -"

Before Vela could put a query,
Zurow gestured for absolute silence.
HIe pointed fDom a window to the street
lamps below. The AG bulbs were al
ready gathering luminescence to
counteract the deepening dusk. They
couldn't ev'en flicker now that current
\vas cut off. Their light \vas purely an
automatic afterglow.

But Zurow had other ideas. He hook
ed a wire from a floor plug into the
communicator that Roq used for his
talks with the world below. Letting
Vela hold the bip, Zurow glanced vvarily
at saw the green man was still
sound ·asleep. Zurow thumbed the dials,
found one that provided plenty of juice,
for it blew a floor lamp, almost as
soon as the light came on. V'ela took
a look from the window, gave Zurow
an understanding nod.

BY his ruse, .the professor had tap
ped the circuit in the building and was
feeding the surrounding .area. Vela
\vatched the street lamps as their glow
s\velled, then faded, while Zurow man
ipulated the dial. Now, the lights were
sending a slow, flickering message of
dots and dashes into the dusk. Some
\vhere, either in Manhattan orheyond,
eyes must surely be picking up Zurow's
coded appeal. Vela herself couldn't
mak'e out the message because she
vvasn't familiar with such code, but she
knew that Zurow was flashing con
siderably nlore than a simple S.O.S.

An interruption canle in the form
of an unintelligible voice from the com
municator. Vela swung about swiftly,
sa\v Roq stirring from. his couch. The
girl sprang over heside the communi
cator, gasped a \varning as she yanked
the connecting cord and thrust the bip
into Zurow's hands. Then Roq arrived
·with a snarl, but too late to guess the
extent of the ruse. The green man
thought that the professor had been
working on the dial, nothing more.
Zurow added to the strategy by wheel
ing around with the pulvigun while Vela
was whisking the cord into a corner.

brought up abruptly, his glow
ing gaze concentrated upon Zurow.

"Let blast," scoffed Roq. "See how
long you have to live."

ZUDOW backed away and Roq took
over the communicator. While Roq
gabbled away in an Earthian tongue,
Zurow whispered rapidly to Vela:

"I flashed a warning, if they will
only heed it. I said to wait until after
the deluge, then man the towers and
prepare for a counterattack. I don't
think Roq's friends away downstairs
caught Ion at all."

Apparently the Earthians hadn't,
Roq finished speaking, cut off the com
nlunicator 'and stepped away satisfied.

"Whatever you were trying to do,
Roq told Zurow, "you failed. The
waters will return \vithin an hour."

ALMOST to that hour, the whole
horizon seemed to "undulate. Zurow and
Vela, staring from one window, then
another, realized that this must be the
great'est quake of all, though it was
scarcely felt in Manhattan. The taller
skyscrapers clustered near the Finance
Building did not show the slightest
quiver. Suddenly, Vela point'ed from the
window toward the north, where tiny
silver rivulets were cascading into the
empty river beds.

"The res'ervoirs!" exclaimed ZUDOW.
"They've broken!"

_ Those might have been a minor de
luge in themselves, had the rivers been
filled. But the gush from Croton and
its surrounding reservoirs, followed by
the greater outpour from more distant
Ashokan, were amply handled by the
empty gorges. In contrast. Zurow drew
Vela to the opposite window, showed
her what vvas coming in from the sea.

A t first, the approaching stretch of
water looked trivial, scarcely more than
an average breaker in the :ordinary
surf at a seaside resort. But as it ap
proached it grew greater, more for
midable, and soon its roar was pre
ceding it, rising in its own right as
though the fury of all the storms in
a century had been bottled and then let
loose flor this one grand 9ccasion.

As the mighty, white wall approach
ed the shore, a rift was visible in its
foaming crest, like a wedge driven
home by a giant's hand. That dividing
marker was the mighty ridge that the
Earthians had burrowed. Its rocky
hump still showed when this most
tremendous of all tidal waves engulfed
the coast.

Coney Island was swallowed like a
child's sand toys. The towering surf
roared across the deserted stretch of
Brooklyn, but it was spreading as it

came, with Jamaica Bay on one side,
New Yark Bay on the other, capturing
some of its vast bulk in the form of
great whirlpools. Staten Island was
breaking one section of the wave and
the Statue of Liberty stood triumph
antly high and dry upon its one hun
dred and fifty foot pedestal, which the
wave could not quite top. "

It 10'Oked as if Liberty herself had
stemmed the tide. This was the first
token that anything of human origin
could survive the ocean's onslaught.
Yet it was only a slight sample of the
flood's head-on encounter with Man
hattan. From their window, Zurow -and
Vela saw the wave meet the great
buildings crowding Manhattan's tip as
if they were a sea wall.

The breaker crashed, tossing its
f.oam five hundred feet high but the
piling waters failed to break that gre'at
dike of steel and concrete. Broadway
and other thoroughfares, man-made
chasms among the skyscrapers, were
sluices that took loff the surplus. Rush
ing tides bored up the rivers, coming
almost to' the roadways of the bridges,
but their currents served to relieve the
strain further.

THE crisis ~"'as soon past, when the
waters, spreading wider, . began to
dwindle in the moonlight which now
revealed this amazing scene of an in
undated metliopolis. But it was hours
before the tidal flood began to recede.
As the lower floors of the skyscrapers
climbed into sight, the roofs of smaller
buildings appeared among them. Next,
the streets themselves were visible,
with pools still marking the entrances
to the fl,ooded subways. Off in New
Jersey and Long Island lay stranded
ships that had been picked up and cast
aside by the diverging waters. A flew
such ships had been battered against
the bulwark of Manhattan, but only to
their own destruction.

-It was long past midnight when the
city emerged from the retiring sea.
Most of the AG lights had been ex
tinguished, but others were on the
move, indicating that wardens had
come from the Emergency Military
Structures. Zurow gave Vela a signi
ficant look which the girl returned when
she heard the roar of airplane motors
overhead. Roq saw Vela's 'expression
and laughed harshly.

"No use," scoffed Roq. "They have
no","'here to land. As for coming in by
tunnels, they are inundat~d. Y,our
bridges are useless, because the earth
quakes have destroyed some of the ap
proaches and the floods have washed
out the rest."

All true 'enough. Roq was reporting
it over his communicator while Pro
fessor Zurow listened with head tilted

1
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craftily, trying to link Roq's jargon
\vith the green man's changes .of facial
expression. Vela, Ineanwhil'e, was try
ing to analyze the roar of the motors.
They seemed to be varying as though
ships were landing sonlewhere. When
she looked from the window, Vela savv
the moving lights of the military
patrol cars, busily concentrating
around some of the taller buildings.
She felt hopeful as she wondered how
fully the professor's flashes had been
interpreted.

THEN, suddenly, it was da-\vn.

Roq Bartha pointed to the mud flats
that had once been Coney Island. The
watel'S "\\"'"ere back no\v, to their normal
shore line. The gigantic burro,v was in
tact, like the butt end of a long Inount
ain range. Gradually, it began to burst
apart; then, 'elnerging like sOlnething
fronl a cocoon, came the nl0st fantastic
contrivance that the hand of man 
whether hunlan or inhul1lan - had ever
constructed. It ,vas like a giant, spidery
creature five hundred fleet high, but its
spindly legs did not reach the ground.
Instead, they Dormed slanting axles
that stretched do\vn to huge wheels
that cam'e up to the level of the metal
bodies they supported.

A \vheeled fortress so trenlendous
that it rivaled a battleship in size, yet
in the distance looked like a daddy
long-legs mounted on roller skates.
Combining grace with titantic pr,o\vess,
the great machine \vas follo\ved by an
other, then more and more, as they
issued in horrendous procession from
the ho11o\v depths of the m,ountainous
mole.

They canle rolling across briny
stretches of Brooklyn, exhibiting power
rather than speed. The treads of the
vast wheels were formed of segments,
\vhich combined caterpillar traction
w;Lh their smooth progress. Apparent
ly hydraulic pressure could be applied
through hollow spok'es, for Vela watch
ed sectors lof the wheels crush hous,es
that they contacted, yet they picked
their way over elevated structures in
soft-cushioned fashion, treading ginger
ly.

Perhaps the E'arthians had learned
of locomotion from strange creatures
that never saw the light of day, flor the
mechanical principles of the monstrous
war machines ,vere unlike anything up
on the surface. Not only were they
different, they vvere superior, as Vela
could tell from the keen way in which
Professor Zuro,v vvatched the approach
ing objects, his eyes glowing ,vith an
admiration that he could not restrain.
Their armor too was singular. As they
came clos'er, the great metallic bodies
took on the look of gigantic crab-shells
that l11USt have vveighed tons, though

they VVlere delicately poised upon the
glistening axles. From all parts lof the
shells bristled peculiar prickles that
soon turned out to be guns. Their pur
pose proclaimed itself when a horde of
airplanes suddenly zoomed from the
sky and dived to the attack.

EAOH of the great wheeled fortress
es emitted a nlushro:om clOUd of smoke,
reminding Vela of the puff-ball effect
from the ground fissures. At first
glance, it gave the -effect that they h~d

been hit by bombs dropped frOln the
planes. But it was just the other way
about. What kind of missiles went with
those puffs, it was impossible to guess,
but they knocked the planes right out
of the sky. Vela heard ZUl~OW Inutter
unhappily as the planes vanished. Then
Roq spoke drily:

"You see how useless your atonl
bombs would be, professor, W'e are pre
pared against all air attacks. But we
pref.erred not to stay boxed below."

"And \vhy," demanded Zurow,
"\v1ould we "rant to blast you in your
subterranean depths?"

"You can ansvver that," returned Roq,
"by telling n1e \vhy your Surfacian
nations attack one another."

"For the same reason," Zuro\v re
torted, "that you are unleashing your
rnetallic spider-crabs on us. Desire for
conquest. That is your IlllottO, too. Just
\vhen we have finally established peace
on earth, terror stalks fronl \vithin it!"
The term 'stalk' \yas apt. The great
crab monsters ,vere conling \vith such
a gait, their huge but limber bodies
rising, falling ,vith every revolution of
their \vheels. They "rere nearing the
East River froln the Brooklyn side
\\'hen a sudden rattlle of artillery
sounded from the towers of Manhattan
skyscrapers nearest to that bank. Roq
laughed as he turned to the com
municator, Zurow and Vela \vatched the
duel that had brok'en loose. Guns were
shooting from the lower fringe of the
first \Yheeled fortress, answering the
fire from the skyscrapers. Apparently
concussion vvaves had knocked out the
planes and couldn't be applied this
close to ground level. Zuro,v under
toned to Vela:

"They placed the gUllS like I told
thenl. When I call'ed the turn on the
tidal \vave, they knew I must be right.
As long as we keep those wheelers off
Manhattan, we hold the upper hand. If
they try to ,vade the river, we'll ditch
thenl there."

The spidery 1l10nstrosities moved
a\\'"ay from the river. As they veered
beyond the bank, new guns op'ened
fro111 Manhattan. Roq heard their fire,
looked from the window, and resumed
his rapid jargon over the communi-

cator. H'e was just finding out how
widespread the resistance was. Vela
smiled at what she thought was Roq's
discomfiture, but Zurow, trying to in
terpret Roq'~ language by its tone,
gave his head a worried shake.

"Roq, is excited," Zurow declared
"but he isn't disturbed. He's watching
for something that his crowd is count
ing on. I \vish I knew just what!"

The professor's \vish was ans\vered,
pl'on1ptly and grimly. Li~e ships of the
line, the 111etal mOllst'ers veered on
their five hundred foot wheels and
followed the leader as it rolled directly
toward Manhattan Island. Now, seeing
the great fighting 1l1achine much closer
than before, Vela gave a horrified
gasp as she recognized its purpose.

THE 1110bile monster had six wheels,
three to each side, with a spread of
several city blocks. The treads of each
wheel were wider than the average
street, furnishing another gauge as to
the size of these Gargantuan creations.
N ow those wheels, were crushing build
ings, climbing over their debris "\vith
hardly a w'aver in 'Order to reach a pair
of man-Inade pathways that had been
\vaiting a full century to receive them.

The leading fortress was using the
runways of the Brooklyn and Man
hattan Bridges as parallel tracks for
its giant wheels! Those mammoth
treads were practically fitted to the
roadways of the bridges. The hubs of
the vvheels loomed higher than the
towers that supported the suspension
cables. Now for the first time, Vela real
ized that these squatty, rakish fight
ing machines w,ere nearly a mile long
and almost half that wide. They simply
dwarfed the big bridges as they crossed
them!

No danger no\v of those wheelers
ditching themselvr.es in the East River.
With the impressive appearance of an
elepnantine march acconlpanied by the
light-footed ease of a tight-rope walk
er, the procession crossed the last
barrier to Manhattan. FI'exible tractors
spread as they encountered the cross
beams of the bridge towers. Slanted
axles simply increas,ed their angl18, to
allow £.01' the V-spread of the tracks
they followed. The crab-shelled bodies
dipped proportionately, crouching as it
were, upon the axles. An amazing sight
indeed, these massive fortresses, float
ing in the air above the river, extend
ing their spindly driving shafts out to
the wheels that rolled across the
bridg·es. It seemed hard to believe that
the bodies themselves were actually
supported by those. spl"leading rods.

All the while, guns were keeping up
a rapid fire from those river-strad
dling turrets. They \vere revolving, so



Now the leading
closing a pincer grip

The old Metropolitan Life Building
at Twenty-third Street, lonce rated the
tallest building in the world, was put
ting up a lone fight too, but it couldn't
mount sufficient guns to stand off the
Inonstrous wheelers, nor did it have the
bulk to absorb their fire. Its tower be
gan to wilt, the hands fell fI'lom its
huge clocks, as its windows, serving as
improvised loop-holes, went black and
silent. This vvas an ominous token of
what was to happen to other defenses,
the longer this lone-sided battle con
tinued.

I t required caution, though~ from the
\vheeled fortresses. This was no cat
and-mouse game, with the invaders
playing the feline role. A few 'of the
wheelers swung too close to the Em
pire State and limped away \vith
crippled wheels and breaks' in their
circle of guns. From then lon, they
circled at longer range.

THEY gav·e the Empire State a wide
berth, crunching low buildings like
egg-shells beneath their massive ,wheel
pads. Tougher structures received
more drastic treatment. The lofty
monsters spread their wheels to a half
mile stretch, crouching their bodies
down to hub level. From bomb bays,
they laid egg-shaped objects o~ those
hard-to..;crack buildings,then reared
themselves and rolled along their way.
The eggs were time-bombs. They" blew
when the forts were cl'ear, scattering
concrete and eement like so much
talcum powder.

The cluster of sky~crapers in the
Grand Central area commanded similar
respect. The wheeled invaders veered
far and fast while dealing with that
tribe. Still stouter resistance was pro
vided by Radio City, where guns were
banked tWlenty-odd deep on as many as
a dozen buildings. Their fire forced the
great wheelers to zigzag over by the
Hudson River, though a few ran' the
gamut of the East Sidle.

everywhere around. There wasn't a
chance for anything to approach within
miles of Manhattan except by air and
the wheeled forts were prepared to
knock out whatever triled that route,
something they had already demlon
strated.

While one batch remained to heckle
the downtown skyscrapers, the main
body continued northward. There they
met opp.osition from a lone fortress,
the mightiest of all. The fifty top
flloors of the Empire 8tate Building l'et
loose with a grand display of rapid fire
that literally veered the course of the
invading monsters.

"You had it all figul"ed, even to the

tonnage!" "Quite," returned Roq. He

gave an upward, outward gesture to

the fire-spurting skyscrapers. "We shall

keep these annoying garrisons of yours

bottled, as planned."

NOT that they were totally defense

less beneath. Instead of soft under

bellies, they_had what amounted to a

turtle's bottom shell. But the vast

weight of armor was l"equired above.

To limit it would have sacrificed im

munity to air attack. Too much weight,

added beneath, would have crushed the

bridges that the mammoth sexicycl'es

had been force to use as track rails.

Zurow recognized this as he turned to

Roq and exclaimed:

"Not at all," retorted R'Oq. "You can

never bring in assistance. Weare

blocking 'every route."

all. The city's defenders had recognized

this too. That was why they had not

occupied the Finance Building. So it

renlained the ideal spot fl'\om which to

\vatch the mighty carnage.

Manhattan's defenders "vere punch

ing away at the fringes of the mighty

armadiHo shells. From heneath those

edges, guns blasted in return. By keep

ing on the mov:e, the great wheeled

forts were escaping serious damage

but "vere t;unabl,e to deliver any them

selves. Vela remembered something

out of a history book and express'ed it:

"At least vve're providing a delaying

action!"

Roq let his hand describe an arc
along the line of the horizon. Not only
were all the astr'odomes wabbling;
hills vvere heaving, waters were seeth
ing, flat lands were rolling, all beyond
the limits 'of the rock-ribbed island
called Manhattan. Huge puffs of smoke,
great geysers of mud and water,
terrific jets of steam were appearing

One batch of six-vvheeled forts was

skirting the downtown skyscrapers, re

turning the compliments in the -form

of devastating missiles. From the glad

gleam in Zurow's eyes, Vela could tell

that the defending towers were more

than holding their own. From this
clomparativ,ely low l'evel, it was plain

to see that the wheeled domes were pat

terned .on the style of

their great metallic shells represent

ing a superstructure with its gun

packed bristles.

"Nothing can defeat us now," Roq
prophesied. "Once we are 'established,
you nevler will dislodge us. Soon the
entire island will be ours. Weare by
passing your defenders; later we can
Inop up."

"Perhaps I vvould have," returned
Vela, sadly, "If I'd only majored in
Biology. But as far as I got, they never
taught us that there was anything
cyclic about sex."

"I'm referring to those Earthian
vehicltes," explained Zurow. "Unicycle,
bicycle, tricycle --- keep right on count
ing and you'll realize a sexicycle is
sonlething \vith six wheels. Look at
them, fanning out from _their bridge
head!"

It was an amazing sight, for though
the Finance Building stood sufficently
alone to afford an untramlneled view,
its height of fifty stories was a trifle
stunted eOInpared to the taller towers
in this area.

Roq turned from the window where
he had been studying the maneuver
of the mighty metallic monsters.

The wheelers fl~om the deep would
have to crack a whole cordon of sky
scrapers that were spouting gunfire
and rock'8ts from their summits, in
ord~r to get at the Finance Building at

"After all," Zurow decided, "You
\veren't to know that our civilization
\vould be dest:r~oyed by waves of sexi
cycl'es."

'VIDE-eyed, V,ela recalled how Roq
had pointed his hands 'toward the angl'e
formed by the Lower East Side
bridges, both in the Empire State and
here in the Finance Building pent
~J.ouse. The girl's face showed a pained
expression. Professor Zuro\v softened.

as to bring all their rifles into action.
As each fortress completed its squatty
arrival on the Manhattan shore, it rear
ed higher, the axles drawing its wheels
closer together, thus pl'\ojecting the
body of the war machine to a height of
about eight hundl'\ed feet.

Roq stood triunlphant, arms fold'ed,
\\Tatching each unit reach Manhattan.
He'd reported that the cl'\ossing was in
progress with nothing threatening its
successful completion. Now he could
relish the moments he had so long a
\vaited. Professor Zurow noted Roq's
green-lipped smile and turned frOln the
\\Tindow to chide Vela.

"So it was V for Victory!" snapped
Zurow. "At least that's what you
thought. All the while this green buz
zard was gauging t,he angles of those
bridges, making sure he'd given the
correct specifications for their use as
tracks!"
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structures that fringed the borders of
Oentral Park. They met a fairly strong
fire from long, thin lines of guns, but
it did not do much more than slow
them. From three directions, the
'\vheelers squatted down to the size of
these defenses, preparing to demolish
them vvith guns, bombs and crushing
povver. That done, the mighty wheelers
could occupy all Manhattan and estab
lish it as a permanent. base for con
quest, while gradually but surely
\vearing down the defenses they had
by-passed.

As had said, the Earthian
machines were over everything
or more correctly, nearly everything.
But not quite all. A sudden opp1osition
flared from heneath the very wheels .of
the metallic monsters.

lOUT from every exit of Central Park
surged machines so puny that they
looked like toys compared to the great
wheelers that loomed above them.
Tanks, tank destroy·ers, artillery
tractors, even jeeps with bazookas is
sued forth in tremendous swarm. They
had been lurking all over Central Park,
camouflaged beneath great boughs of
trees uprooted by last night's tidal
flood.

They had been flown in by the
planes whose motors had been thrum
ming before dawn, all in response to
the appeal that Pl~ofessor Zurow had
flashed hours earlier. He had called for
arms and armor to be on hand for a
counter-thrust against whatever at
tackers .might arrive. The needed equip
m1ent had been landed.

Guns elevated, the pygnly vehicles
poured out through the gaps of
Colunlbus Circle and the Fifth Avenue
Plaza. They scooted through narrow
streets hetween buildings that the
Earthian wheelers were crushing down
upon them. Like ants enlerging from
their hills, they poked up out of the
debris and jabhed a steady fire at the
thin, vulnerable plate 'beneath the
bodies of the mighty invaders.

They were coming by dozens, then by
the hundreds, finally increasing to a
thousand and more, that had been as
sembled during the night. They looked
like playthings, but they 'played rough.
Too rough for the giant ,wheelers, with
the 810ft bellies. The great contrivances
wheeled about and began to hew new
paths of destruction, as bl»ckades
against the stabbing fighters from be
neath.

tanks and tractor-mounted
guns were chopping at the mighty
wheels that tOvvered above them, like

many terriers biting at the feet of

lumbering elephants. The Earthian

monsters flattened rovvs of buildings,

but to no avail. The puny Surfacian

fighters kept after them all the hard

er. The battle worked southward,

where it could be viewed from the pent

house on the Finance Building.

"You 'said we had nowhere to as

semble," chuckled Professor Zurow, as

he turned to Roq Bartha. "Apparently

you had overlooked Central Park, My,

my" - Zurow's cluck was reproving 

"I suppose you preferred these moldy

quarters to our great outdoors."

ROQ'S face had gone a livid green,

like a bunch of turnip tops. He watch

ed the ,Earthian monsters, a full fifty of

them, squirm under the continued at

tack. Tanks were climbing upon piles

of rubble that had once been buildings.

They \\Tere blasting at the ,spokes and

hubs of the five hundred foot wheels

on ',vhich the Earthian machines were

111ounted.

They were dropping bombs, those
fifty giants, but their tiny foemen
dodged the blasts. Now, siome of them
with wheels partly shot away, the
Inighty monsters vvere being herded
back tovvard the fire of the clustered
buildings. They had no other choice but
to attack those defenses head-on.



First, Radio City, then the Grand

Central cluster were shaken,

silenced by the titanic horde. But with

the buildings, a dozen of the great

Earthian machines were demolished
alslo, caving on their weakened wheels

and twisted axles, their doomed bodies

settling in the debris of blasted sky
scrapers. The Empire State Building

was riddled to a hollow shell, froln

which many of its brave defenders

descended safely when they saw they

could no longer hold out against the

encircling monsters.

Then, with some of their number

slumping by the way, the remnants of

the great wheel'ed horde came plough

ing straight for the lower tip of M'an

hattan, hoping there to make a last

stand against the hundreds of tiny

enemies that still clanked after them.
They had been reduced by half when

they came smashing, crashing into the

wall of buildings that formed a final

buttress.

Earthquakes hadn't been able to

shake Manhattan but the island seem

ed to sway from the effect of this

tremendous climax. It was a test of '

irresistible :5orces m'eeting immovable

bodies. Neither type could stand the

strain. The irresistible Earthian

machines climbed like crests of mighty

waves aboV'e the immovable towers of

Manhattan; then all collapsed together,

in one mad jumble.

THIS happened all around the

Finance before the astonished

eY'es and frozen face of Vela Smath.

How many of the defenders to

get out of the skyscrapers before the

crash, Vela couldn't guess. But there

weren't any survivors from the

mangled Earthian machines. As wheels

and axles broke, the falling shells

split open and fronl them tumbled

hundreds of green figures the siz'e of

Roq, like so many peas spilling from

pods.

Professor Zurow grabbed Vela by the

arm while Roq was madly trying to

contact Earthian headquarters. Zurow

still held the pulvigun; he used it to

blast open the penthouse door. Down

two flights of steps, they found the

elevator. There was no power, but they

coasted it fifty flloors to the street, the

safety devices acting as brakes. The

ground was still shaking from the

blasts of unused bonlbs exploding in-

side the shattered metal nl0nsters, but
the greatest burst was yet to come.

It occurred after Zurow had uncan
nily· guided Vela throu.gh vast piles of
\vreckage and debris to a safe distance
from the Finance Building. There, as
they paus'ed to look back through the
haze of dust enshrouding shattered
war machines and tumbled buildings,
a gigantic gush of flame tongued half
a mile high with, an acconlpanying roar
that rolled back the dust clouds to re
veal vvhat relnained of a tall, four
sided structure that looked like a huge,
jagged chimney-stack.

Roq Bartha had blo\vn the top off
the old Finance Building and his own
top \vith it.

HOURS later, it seenled, Zurow and
Vela reached the slightly familiar Mid
hattan s'ection, which had suffered least
of all because its buildings were the
lo\vest. Vela sat do\Vll on a bench that

she remembered and dully watched
bee that buz~ed around her hand but
did not light. the bee 'pre
ferred other hands than Vela's. Her
thumb wasn't green.

PTofessor Zu~ow \vas too,
about today's great victory and its
effect upon history, ancient as well as
modern. It represented the climax of an
old war that had been going on for
ages, so Zurow claimed, between the
hidden Earthians and the unsuspecting
Surfacians. The world was saved for
those who dwelt upon its crust; for hoy'!
long, the professor was not sure.

As for she didn't Tll<lJl'l"1"1,,..1,1.-.,,.1-r7

care. All she could see was settling
dust, where buildings of all sorts and
sizes used to be. New York was still
the Gibraltar upon \vhich the upper
\vorld depended.

But it would never look the saIne.

-THE END-



THAT LIND
THE ODD-SHAP

Linda put the phones to her
and listened as Alfred Harc
fiddled vvith the dials a moment. "
hear it?" he asked. She nodded
head. It was incredible! She c
hear a diplomatic confer,ence
French. Words were spoken,
contradictory words came throu
her in a softer tone. Those mu
the thoughts.

"You see what I mean?" her
ask'ed 4her. "The duplicity of me
this earth. How do you think I
you would be in my laborator

child, and you grasp things
HoweVier, you have made 0

mistake. The United States
have this ,veapon. I have i
strange light gleamed in his
"There ar,e also 'other little thi
here that might interest you. P
now that you know about it,
be able to. help me with s
them."

LINDA did not answer. She co
beUeve the obvious meaning 0

uncle's words. She walked quic
the other side of the room
pointed to a small metallic
had not previously caught her

"This is my other pride ana j
sister of the electronic death ra

"What is it?" asked the girl
noticed that a pair of ear phones
connected to the machine.

"It is the smallest and most pow
ful wireless radio in the world. Ra
is not really the proper name
it does m.ore than catch eithe
or electronic impulses. This
can pick up the thoughts or
any person anywhere in the Wi

is actually a machine that can
m€n's minds." ,

"I don't believe it," his
claimed.

That seemed to anger and chall
her uncle. "Here," he said, ha
her the head phones, "you unde
French. I shall give you at thi
moment the unspoken and s
thoughts and words of the Pres
of France."

EEN
o

"My God! It's a disintegrator ray,"
Linda gasped as she snatched her
hand away just in time. "But why
didn't the cleiling melt?"

"Because, my dear, it is made of a
special substance which I myself have
created to withstand the power lof my
ray," said a soft voice at her elbow.

Linda jumped and let out a small
scream. Uncle Alf! You startled' me!
I didn't expect you back so ..."

"Obviously not, Linda," Alfred Har
court's voice held an edge of menace.
"I thought I told Y10u nev,er to come
near Iny laboratory."

Her voice was dryas' she answered
him. "I didn't mean any harm. I was
just s-o curious ..." There was some
thing frightening about Uncle Alf. He
no longer seemed the kind, gentle
man who had brought her up from
childhood, since the death of her
parents.

"I'll . . . just go get you something
to eat now. You must be hungry after
your trip," Linda tried to make her
words sound normal and casual. Sud
denly she wanted nothing more than
to get out of the laboratory, the room
that had haunted her 'imagination for
the last three years.

"No, my dear, as long as you are
here, you might as well see every
thing. The food can wait,-', her uncle
said quietly. Something told Linda not
to protest.

"You have already seen the ray. It
is a ptow,erful thing, 600 billion volts
of pure electronic current g-o through
that barri'er at a turn of the dials. It
can melt any substance known to man
- except one. And that is the special
material I myself created. I alone
have the defens'e against this weapon.
Do you know what that means Linda?"

"Why ... why, it means that the
United States has the most deadly
\veapon ever invented, 'even more
powerful than the atomic bomb. The
ray apparatus is about the size of a
medium tank. It could be moved any
where in the world."

"You hav'e a very clever mind, my

LINDA HARCOURT stepped cau
tiously into the laboratory. She felt a
shivery chill of expectation, not know
ing what she wtOuld find. Her unclte
had always been so secret about his
\vork that now that he was away at a
scientific convention, she could not re
sist exploring the forbidden room.

How fortunate it was that I saw
him hide the key in that cake of soap,
she thought. N,ow, at last, I will find
out what has been going on in my
very own house.

The laboratory door had opened
noiselessly on well-oiled hinges. She
\valked a littl'e way into the room and
it cl!osed silently behind her. But
Linda was too preoccupied with the
sight that met her eyes to notice this.

The laboratory, a great scientist's
workshop, was spread -out before her
in all its gleaming fascination. She
said aloud, "It's not as if I didn't
know som,ething about science." She
thought rather smugly of the
chemistry and physics degree she had
received from the state university.
"Uncle Alf should really let m,e help
him with his work."

She walked quickly to the right side
of the room where a huge electronic
ray apparatus ,vas set up. Seven dials
w,ere visible on the control panel. "I
wonder "\vhat this is for," she said,
twirling the largest dial gently with
her finger tips.

Suddenly the machine began a
strange humming. Its nozzle was
directed at the oeiling and she looked
up quickly. Tp'e white plaster was
turning a dark brown fDom the force
of the voltage being shot thr-ough it.
Linda moved another of the dials and
a green light streamed from the ray.
Rapidly she adjusted one dial after
another until a beam of pure white
light ,vas penetrating the ceiling of
the laboratory. As the dials were
twisted and adjusted, all the colors ,of
the spectrum flashed before her eyes.

Seeing a sheet of metal on a near
by table she placed it in front of the
ray. It flared up a brief mOlnent in
a sheet of flame and disappeared into
nothing.





·'Dr. Channing?" his v
\\'arm and friendly as he g~

young nlan. "I'm Alfred Hal"
this is my niece, a. I'm
you could come."

Roger Channing was' tall
\\~en-built, in his early thirti
humorous, slightly irregular
He was not conventionally ha
but his face had .a pleasant
quality that ",Tas undeniably at
Linda was dra\vn to him i

If only I can warn hinl a
Alf, she thought frantica
blind panic overcame her
ment until she realized that
could not read her mind ex
he had his transmitter "'tuned
have to be very careful from
she told herself.

AND FORBODING PERVADED
ALL OUR THOUGHTS.

SENSE

talking to the taxi driver." Hi~

penetrating glance fastened on his
niece. "Renlember, Linda. I will handle
everything. I will not have the drealns
of a lifletilne destroyed, even by you.'!

,They \valked out of the laboratory
together, Alfred Harcourt pressing a
series of intricate controls along the
paneled wall in order to open the door.
The small, vvizened, grey-haired man
\vith lines of care and concentration
etched deep into his face holding the
hand of the slender, dark:"haired,
dark-eyed young \\Toman.

Linda could scarcely believe the
change that canle over her uncle once
they left the laboratory behind them.
His cheeks became pinker and a jolly,
t\vinkling look was in his eyes. He
opened the door \vith a fussily cheer
ful manner.

"Linda, I hope you do not think I
have spent thirty years tof my life on
these 'experiments so that I could turn
them over to a government vvhos,e
leaders are as false as any other. The
human race is depraved. M'en lie fast
er than they talk. I know. My trans
mitter tells mle these things. We must
wipe out the human race and start all
oVler again. I have found a few
sincere people. They shall be spared
and shall form the nucleus of my new
civilization." His voice took on a wild,
passionate intensity and a fanatical
look came over his face.

Linda lTIoved back in horror.
"Uncle Ali, you can't mean that! It
isn't human to expect people to say
just what they are thinking. You can't
control men's minds."

"But I can! When I am ruler, no
heretical thought will escape my
notice. And the body that is host to
such a thought \vill be eliminated im
mediately by my death ray." He rush
ed over and flipped the dials on the
el'ectronic gun, then placed a rabbit
from a nearby cage in the path of the
powerful _white beam. The small
animal vanished into thin air, and her
uncle laughed gleefully. "See hovv
simple it is?"

The girl's face \yas white and she
shrank back against the door lof the
laboratory, trying frantically to open
it.

"You can't get out, until I wish you
to go," he told her harshly. Then his
voice became soft and insidiously per
suasive. "Colne, nlY dear, Y10u have
been like nlY o\vn child all these years.
I need help no\v, and I \vant you to
help me."

Too frightened to disagree with him,
she murmured, "Yes, Uncle Alf. I'll
help you. But ...."

"N0 buts. There is a young man
coming here tonight. He, too, is a
sci'entist. I have never actually met
him, but day after day, for m,onths, I
have tuned in on his thoughts. He is
utterly sincere and honest, the type of
man my world needs. I \vrote him and
asked him to visit us. Together the
three of us will rule this e~l'th! "

HER UNCLE put .on the ear phones
and listened intently for a moment.
"'He's coming no\v. I· can hear him

heard your thoughts the dRy you saw
me -hide the key. I did not have to go
to that scientific convention. I could
find out what was going on and more
than that, what was not said, just by
sitting here by my telepathy trans
mitter."

"You nlean you purposely let me
trap myself?" she asked in surprise.

. "Of cours'e, my dear. I decided that
it was about time to enlist your aid
and intelligence in my scheme."

"Scheme?"



liyillg l'JOlll, and the conversation had
been so normal that Linda began)" to
think she had imagined that horrible
hour in the laboratory "\vhen Uncle Alf
turned to the young nlan.

"Come to IllY laboratory, Dr. Chan
ning. I have something I want to
sho,v you. Linda, my dear, you wait
right here." There was no mistaking
the command in his voice.

For the next hour the girl franti
cally attempted to keep her mind
totally blank. When they emerged
J'rOlll the mysterious closed room in
the back of the house, Roger Chan
ning's face was white and stunned.
Her uncle, ho"\vever, chatted v10lubly of
hi s plans to conquer the world.

Lying in bed that night, Linda
heard a faint knock at. the door of the
room. She quickly went to it and
there ,vas Rogel' Channing, still com
pletely dressed.

"I must speak to you," he whisper
ed. "It's about your uncle. I think he
is nl'entally deranged. We must do
something."
"I know," the girl replied. "I've been
frantically trying to figure out a way
to get help. I'm so glad you're here."
She looked up at him wide-oeyed.

"I've got a plan," he said, glancing
furtively around. "Tomorrow nlorning
I'll keep him busy in the laboratory
and Ylou go for help. I'll have him
explain the death ray to me so he
won't tune the telepathic transmitter
in on you."

A slight noise calhe from Alfred
Harcourt's room and Roger Channing
vanished down the hall in a flash.
Linda crept silently back into her
roOOll, her heart pounding with terror.
Then she thought of. Roger Channing's
strong reassuring presence and the
immediate command he had taken of
the situation and fell asleep with a
smile on her lips.

THE NEXT morning the two
men closeted thems'8lves in the mad
scientist's workshop. Linda slipped
quickly into her coat and skirted the
house, terrified that she might some
how be stopped by her uncle. Then
she ran, stumbling several times in
her frantic haste, toward the home tOf
their nearest neighbors, half a mile
down the road. When she got there,
the old white farm house was omin
ously silent. No smoke came from the
chimney and there was no sign of life.

She pounded Ion the front door until
her knuckl'8s were raw and bleeding,
but no one answered. Terrified, she
tried all the doors. They were locked.

"What'll I do," she panted. "What'll
I do 1" At any moment h'8r uncle
might turn against Roger for some
reason and kill hinl. And Roger was
her only hope lof escape, together they
were the only ones .,who could prevent

her uncle from carrying out his crazy
scheme to destroy the human race,
except for a fe"\v chosen beings.

A large "\vindow caught her eye. She
picked up a huge brick and flung it
through. Glass splintered in every
direction, but the opening ,vas made.
She bIioke more of the glass "\vith a
\vooden stick and managed to get her
slim body through the opening ,vith
out cutting herself.

The telephone was on a table in the
hall. She picked it up, ahnost scream
ing \vith reli'ef ,vhen she at last heard
the dial tone. "Give me the police,"
her voice trembled nervously. "Hurry,
please."

In a few monlents she was con
nected with the local sheriff. In as fe,v

\yords a~ possible, she told hin1 her
story. "Bring five or six men. He nlay
get violent, but as long as he's out of
that laboratory, he can't do too 111uch
danlage. Oh, come quickly, quickly."

The sheriff's voice \vas skeptical as
he ansvv'ered her, but finally he
prolnised to send a fe'" nlen out to in
vestigate. Linda leaned \veakly against
the ,vall after he had hung up.

"I'd >better get back to the house,"
she nluttered. "It \youldn't do for
Uncle Alf to get suspicious."

THE ELDERLY man ,vas ,vaiting
for her at the front door "\vhen she re
turned. She tried to giv'e hinl a bright
snlile. "Well, have you and Dr.
Channing finished your \york al
ready 7"



His eyes were narrow and mean
looking. "Don't try to fool me, Linda.
I know where you'v'e been and what
you've been doing. You should have
known better than to cross me up. But
Yiou and Dr. Channing will pay for
your mistake."

"What ... what do you mean 1" she
asked in horror. "Where is Dr. Chan
ning 1"

"In the laboratory, Iny dear. That
is where I am taking you." He grab
bed her arm roughly and dragged her
back to the heavy closed door. Linda
struggled frantically, but there was
amazing strength in her uncl'e's frail
looking fornl and her efforts were to
no avail.

Inside the thick white walls she SR\V

Roger Channing tied and gagged se-
curely in a chair. His eyes bored deep
into hers, as though he were trying
to give her SOlne message.

"You thought you could keep me
a,vay from the telepathy machine, did
Y10U 1" Alfred Harcourt snapped.

"Please, Uncle Alf," Linda begged.
"You're ill. I only wanted to help you."

"Ha!" he shouted. "You think I'm
crazy. W,ell, no one is going to lock nle
up. I'm going to rule the worl~. It is
only a pity,' Linda dear, that you and
Dr. Channing ,von't be arlound to see
it."

"But . . . you couldn't . . . you
The door bell interrupted her. The

scientist took some rope and tiled her
to a chair next to Roger Channing.
Then he disappeared in the direction of
the front door. In a fe,v mlonlents her
uncle returned, tightened the gags
over the mouths of his two prisoners,
and put theln behind a curtain in the
corner ,of the 1'00111.

"From here you will be able to see
ev'erything," he whispered evilly, "but
no one will be able to see you." Then
he ,vas gone again. In a few m0111ents
he returned accompanied by Sheriff
Wallac'e and his deputy.

"You see, gentlenlen, Iny niece has
not been well. She ~s given to hysterical.
delusions. All this talk of death rays
is ridiculous. He1"e l,ook at my spectro
scope." Harcourt turned on the elec
tronic ray' and flashed through the
colors of the spectrum until he had
achieved the pure white light. Then
he turned it ,off.

"Say, that's pretty," the deputy
muttered. "Do it again."

LINDA AND ROGER tried franti
cally to signal the t,vo police officers,
but their efforts ,vere in vain. Harcourt
nlaneuvered them into a position
directly in front of the deadly elec
tronic voltage.

"I thought the girl was balnlY when
she ...," Wallace started to say. Just
at that monlent the inventor flicked
the ll1ain dial, the ll1achine hunlmed,

and the sheriff and his deputy vanish
ed. The only trace of their presence
,vas the hat Wallace had left on the
table.

Alfred Harcourt ,valked over to his
prisoners, a pleased smile on his elfin
face. "See ho,v simple it is. You won't
'even knovv \Vhat has happened. Really
a very hunlane death. N,o pain, no
lingering agony."

He loosened their gags. "I don't be
lieve we'll have any more visitprs, so
there is no need for you to be un
eomfortable." He walked to the tele
pathic transmitter and listened for a
nloment. "No, 1110 more visitors."

Linda and Roger were struggling
frantically to release themselves while

H

the old scientist was absorbed In
machine. He apparently had it tu
to something that intrigued him,
every fe\v seconds he would mutt
"Those men! Fools .and liars, all
them!"

Hurry, hurry, thought Linda, whil
there is still time. She knew that
any. moment her uncle might tune t
powerful electronic waves of the te
pathy transmitter .to her o,vn -min

Rogier had- his hands £1"ee! But ju
then Harcourt turned around and t
young man held them behind him
though they were still securely boun

SUDDENLY they' could hear an
sistent pounding at the back door.



mad scientist looked up in surprise,
obvi,ously taken unawares. "I must
answer," he said to his prisoners. "But
I'm sure you won't mind waiting for
me. You have no other plans," he
laughed nastily.

The minute the heavy laboratory
door had closed silently behind him,
Roger Channing reached over and un
tied Linda, then removed the ropes
from his tOwn feet. Frantically they
searched for a means to escape the
vvorkshop. There was none. The door
had no knobs and pushing the myriad
buttons on the control panel produced
no results. The laboratory had no
windows, air being circulated through
small vents high up in the walls.

"We're trapped," Linda moaned.

"There must be some way," Chan
ning panted. "If I could only get this
door to open." He manipulated the
buttons as the professor had done,
several times, and then slowly the door
began to push inward. He grabbed
Linda's hand and started to dash
through it, only to be confronted the
evil, twisted face of Alfred Harcourt.
By his side were two small children.

"These little ones," the 'Old man
leered, "came to beg for food. They say
they are hungry. We shall see."

"'What are y,ou going to do with
them?" Channing asked warily.

"I'm going to see if they are telling
the truth." He went over and tuned in
the telepathy machine. The little boy
and girl stood staring in awe about the
fascinating laboratory.

Linda stood there, a numbness flow
ing over her as she watched the
laboratory door cllose once more. There
bad been a chance, just a second ago,
when she and' Roger could have
escaped. But how could they leave two
helpless children in the clutches of her
mad uncle.

Alfred Harcourt turned around
again. Apparently his attention had
been diverted from his niece and the
young doctor for the time being. He
didn't even appear to notice that
were no longer tied up. Now was their
chance to do s,omething.

"These children have just eaten a
full meal," Harcourt said bitterly.
"'They are greedy little liars. They
have no right to pollute this beautiful
earth. I had not intended to start my
elimination of the human race quite SiD

soon," his voice took on a low,
menacing tone, "but events s,eem to
force me to quick action. Into the death
ray with them!"

"'No!" Linda screamed and threw
protecting arms ar,ound the now-fright
ened youngsters. Roger Channing
made a flying leap f.or the old man,
knocked him down and shoved the
telepathy transmitter off the table.

They struggled on the linoleum floor,
rolling lover and over, gasping, cursing,
hitting wildly. Roger was young and
in excellent condition, but old Har
court seemed to be possessed of a
maniacal strength.

Linda rushed quickly to the door,
tried the combination of buttons
Roger had finally used successfully.
When the door swung open, she push
ed the children out ahead of her and
raced to the telephone. It was dead.
Her uncle had cut the wires.

BACK in the laboratory, the terri
fied girl saw the two men still locked
in mortal combat. She went over to
the electronic ray and turned the big
dial. The weird hum began and the
brownish discoloration again marred
the ceiling. Then she moved the other
controls until she had the deadly, pure
white light.

"Get way from him, Roger," she
shouted loudly. "Get away from him."
Roger managed to break out of the
scientist's frenzied grasp and stumble
to her side. Then she turned the
death rayon her uncle and in less
than a second he had disintegrated
c!ompletely.

"'Turn it off, Linda," Channing
gasped, weakly leaning against the
walL "Turn it off."

She moved the dials; nothing hap
pened. The hum continued. She twisted
and turned them with fumbling fingers.
Still the machine would not be silenced.
It seemed to have a lif'e of its own.
She tri,ed to turn it back toward the
ceiling, but the c.ont:Dols had jammed.

The pure white light was beginning
to melt the linol'eum-covered tile floor
of the room.

"We've got to get out of here," her
companion said. Linda made one more
attempt to get the electronic ray back
under her controL It was futile. The
machine rumbled and the hum increas
ed in intensity, almost as if it sensed
that it had destroyed its own master
and now had a will and power of its
own.

"Look at the death ray," Linda
vvhispered in w'eird fascinati,on. "It
somehow reminds me of Uncle Alfred."

The two young people hurried to the
door of the laboratory, which had re
mained partially open. As they es
caped the mad scientist's workshop,
they slammed it behind them. Racing
down the hall, they turned 'once more
to look at it. A pure white light was
shining through the heavy oaken
panels.

"The ray!" Linda screamed. "It's
foll01ving us!"

They got outside somehow, breathing
heavily, and ran across the fields. The
white light s:eemed to foJIow them to
the outer walls of the house. From a
distance the whole structure seemed to

be glowing. Suddenly there was a soft,
swishing around, as of a muted
explosion, and the home 'Of Alfred Har
court disintegrated into nothingness, as
though it had never existed.

Roger Channing put his strong,
gentI'e arms around the shivering· form
of Linda Harcourt. "It's all right,
dear," he murmured softly. "It's all
over. A horrible nightmare, but it's
done with now and you must try to
forget. We must both try to forget."

She closed her tear-fill'ed eyes and
lifted her face to his.

-THE END-

On March 21, 1877, nearly every
telescope Ion Earth wa.s trained to
ward the sky to witness the re
turn of the planet Vulcan, a
mysterious Wlorld that many
astronomers were confident existed.
But when the scheduled time of
Vulcan's arrival and departure both
had passed, with no sign of the
truant planet, the scientific world
crossed the name off their lists.

The Vulcan story, which
as great a sensation in its day as
the Flying Saucers have in ours,
was in no s,ense a hoax. Back in
1846, a young French astl'lonomer
named Leverrier had calculated the
existence of a planet beyond
Uranus, which was then supposed
to be the outermost body in the
solar system.

Leverrier's figures proved correct.
The planet was picked up tele
scopes and given the name of
Neptune. Warmed by his success,
Leverrier turned his attentions to
the inner circle of planets and de
cided that there was a
closer to the sun than Mercury. He
based this decision not only on
calculations but reported observa
tions of other astronomers over
many years, culminating with one
in 1859.

Only Vulcan never showed up in
1877. A body that resembled it
was seen by a few astronomers in
1878 but it didn't fit in with
Leverrier's calculations. Still, if
Leverrier had been a year off,
perhaps some of his other figures
needed correction. T 0 day, the
skeptics insist that a lot of
astronomers were just seeing sun
spots through bad telescopes. But
it doesn't pay to be too sure where
the mysteries of the heavens are
concerned. Maybe some day Vulcan
will appear to brighten Leverrier's
tarnished fame.



I first saw Nanito in that snlall
cantino in Merida. Her magnetic
beauty and her stately pose - those
deep, sad blue eyes and the long flow
ing golden hair, seemed \veirdly out of
place in the smoke filled room where
dark skinned Mexican women of the
street moved snake-like from table to
table alnong the Mexicans with their
tight fitting dress and their wide rim
nled· hats.

She seemed' to have come from no
\vhere and was staring at me. Her
eyes did something to my skin that
wasn't pleasant. I wasn't sure wheth
er it was actual fear or a sense of
forboding. Then she had disappeared
as if she had suddenly been swallow
ed up by the rancid and foul smelling
smoke that filled the room.

Two months later Nanito was star
ing at me again. This time I wasn't
in a cantino. Rather I was in a small
tent with Professor Felix Cartwright
at the edge of the Peden jungles in
southern Yucatan, the land of the lost
race of the Mayas. I had no idea what
time it was. Professor Cartwright and
I had retired early and had fallen in
the deep slumber that comes of phy
sical exhaustion.

No distinct sound awoke Ine. Rather
a ghostly, unearthly silence and the
subconscious feeling that somebody
was looking at me. The noise that
never seems to stop in the Peden
jungle was gone when I opened my
eyes. The l\iacaws, the screaming pec
cas, the world of a thousand insects
all this had suddenly ceased, as if the
presence of Nanito "vas a warning to
the jungle life.

I blinked and then said: "My God,
you again? What is it this time. Are
you a ghost following me?"

"I am not a ghost," she spoke soft
ly, in clear and perfect Spanish. "I
have come to protect my people."

Professor Cartwright stirred, opened
his eyes with sleepy astonishment,
and uttered a cry and leaped out of
his bed.

"You!" he cried, staring at Nanito.
"You .. you... have come .. "

THE whole tableau was crazy, utter
ly insane, and completely beyond my
comprehension For that matter, the
whole expedition had been the same
to me. I knew Professor .Cartwright
at the' State University where I had
been graduated the year before. He
was small, wizened, with a body that
didn't seem to have an ounce of 'flesh
on it. There was a jerky jump to his
walk and he talked the same way.

He was a scientist and a recluse.
Some years before he had given up
teaching as he had a good private in
come and had constructed a laboratory
behind his home some distance from
the campus. Few persons ever gained
admission to this laboratory, and the
few that did told strange stories of
what they had seen.

The professor had been friendly to
me when I was a student, but I had
never been to his laboratory as I was
away from the campus a! great deal
of the time, being professor in the
extension department, which required
traveling.

One night son1etime after midnight
my doorbell rang. Professor Cart
wright was there, carrying an oblong
shaped black box. His wizened face
was flushed with excitement.

"Jinl," he said. "I got it. Sure, I
got it . . . the most wonderful thing
in the world . . . It will solve the
gr.eat mystery . . . I can't tell you
much now. The ray . . . the ray of
atom power ... no ray I tell
you, no ray like it . . . "

He lay the black box on a table
and opened it. There were a series of
dials and levers which didn't make
much sense to me. Yet I knew Profes
sor Cartwright's genius and I sensed
that this oblong black box held some
new mystery in the use of atomic
rays.

The next. day he broached the p1'opo
€Psition that I accompany him into the
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kulcan, the goddess of the ancient
Mayans. It is true now ... you are
from the lost city. You are not a fig
lnent of my imagination."

"Kukulean gave us the secret of
the atomic power many, many centur
ies ago." Her voice remained soft and
\vell modulated. "When we displeased
her, she used it to destroy us after
the Spaniards came. Kukulcan was
angry because we did not fight the
conquerors, but we had never known
your civilization before. We thought
you were good and kind like we were.
But the Spaniards murdered our wom
en and children and drove our war
riors into the jungles. And Kukulcan,
angry at our failure, destroyed our
great cities and most of us. Qne small
group of warriors had defeated the
Spaniards in battle and Kukulcan took
them to a far off place and here the
Mayan civilization started again, safe
from the prying eyes of your civili
zation."

"Great," Professor Cartwright was
clapping his hands like a small boy.
"Now we will find that lost city. My
rays can locate it . . . "

Nanito moved the jade statue in
front of her. It was a grotesque look
ing thing, like a feathered serpent.

"Kukulcan will put you to sleep ...
put you to sleep ... put you to sleep~"

Those words were racing through
nlY mind as a strange drowsiness be
gan to seize me. I struggled against
it, but my efforts were futile and
\veak.

The next thing I knew I was being
carried by powerful arms through the
darkness. I was placed on a narro'\v
steel couch. Then there. was a clanging
sound over me. I was asleep, yet I
knew everything going on around me.

Then there was the feeling of being
lifted up. Somewhere near me was a
humming sound, like a powerful en
gine of some kind. I was conscious
of terrific speed. How long this lasted
I have no way of knowing. The spell
Kukulcan cast over me was gone and
I was wide awake, but everything
around me was in darkness. I reached
out with my hands and touched cold
steel that seemed to be vibrating
gently.

I called out: "Professor."

"Yes, here I am," came his reply.
"Exciting - marvelous. . we have
found it . . . we have found it .. "

"I have a feeling," I answered, "that
what we have found isn't going to be
pleasant."

THEN suddenly the terrific speed
seemed to ease up and the next thing
\vas a jarring bump that shook us up
rather badly.

"We've arrived," I said to the pro
fessor, "and I hope you are satisfied."

"Marvelous," he repeated.

Light flooded down into my eyes,
and for a moment I could only blink,
getting my eyes accustomed to the
brightness. When I did that, I saw
that an early morning sun was shin
ing down in my face. Powerful hands
lifted me up and I was on my feet,
standing on firm ground.

At first I was certain I was having
some impossible dream. It was unreal,
utterly impossible as reality. The ship
that had carried me and the professor
to this spot was a squat object that
looked like a huge beetle. There were
no wings and no propeller, yet it was
an airship of some kind and make.

We were on a small flat plateau
that apparently was used as an air
field. Other machines like the one we
had come in were all around. And be
yond this plateau loomed a beautiful
city of white. In the center was a pal
ace that far exceeded the glory and
the beauty of the famous one at the
ruins of the Mayan city of Chicen
Itza, and stretching away from this
structure of gleaming white was a
colonnaded court.

Beyond were other snow white build
ings, 'gleaming with a dazzling bright
ness in the morning sun. One was an
outstanding tower similar to the one
at Planeque. The brilliant city stood
on the side of a hill, looking down on
a fertile and beautiful valley, cut up
in small farms.

A group of men were running to
meet us. Nanito stood there, as maj
estic and as beautiful as she had been
in the tent. I took it that the men ap
proaching us were soldiers. They wore
white tunics, like the ancient Romans,
but they did not hold spears. They
had guns that looked very much like
sawed off shotguns, yet without cyl
inders or gun stocks. The: steel was a
peculiar bluish color.

They were yelling something that
sounded like "Spansiski, Spansiski."

Professor Cartwright was watching
it all, his face flushed with excite
ment. "That is the Mayan word for
Spaniards. They must think we are
soldiers of Cortez."

"'I don't care what they think/' I
answered. "I don't feel happy or com
fortable and right now I wish we were
both on the campus at the Univer
sity."

"Jim," the professor cried, "here we
are standing on the soil of ancient
Maya. Weare viewing something no
other white man has ever seen. And
you're not excited. It is the climax to
my wildest dreams."

Nanito said: "The soldiers will take
you to your house. I warn you that
you had better go willingly. Those
are atomic guns they have and they
fire faster and more deadly than your
brutal rifles with bullets."

THE soldiers crowded around us.

They were short, dark faced men with
broad shoulders and broad foreheads
and faces flat like orientals. We had
no time for any further conversation.
They hustled us off the plateau and
down a stone street to a low, much
carved building near the rear of the
palace.

Great crowds gathered in the streets
to watch us and there was wild and
excited talking and a lot of yelling.
The men in the street wore the white
tunics. Like the soldiers, they were
short and heavy-set, with quite broad
shoulders and foreheads. The women
all seemed taller and lighter and each
was garbed in a green robe of some
kind.

Inside the one-story structure, the
professor and I were placed in a large
room with a stone floor, stone walls,
and a low stone ceiling. There was no
furniture vvhatever. Two mats were
the only beds and other mats were
placed around, apparently to take the
place of chairs. The great stone door
was closed and we were alone.

The professor walked up and down,
swinging )lis arms and exclaiming:
'JWonderful . . . the greatest moment
in my life."

"Professor," I asked, "where is your
oblong box?"

This brought him back to reality
and an amazed expression came over
his face, as if he hadn't thought about
the oblong box before.

"Oh," he finally said, "they will
give it back to me. I can teach then1
many things about atomic power and
rays and I know they want to learn."

"I got the impression," I answered,
"that this was just what they didn't
want, and this fair faced and golden
haired goddess was sent out to spot
us before we discovered the locati.on of
this city with your atomic ray. I also
got the feeling, very pronounced, that
they didn't like the idea of anybody
finding them and they were ready
to do plenty of evil to anybody trying
it."

"This is excitement," the professor
protested. "This is living. Not the ex
citement of seeing a football game, but
real, honest-to-goodness adventure. I
have dreamed about it all my life."

"I'll take football any day," was my
comment.

THE great stone door opened and
two men with dark robes came in
carrying dishes of food. Three soldiers
were behind them, holding the atomic
rifles. The flunkies backed quickly
out of the room, as if terrified of us,
and the great stone door closed. The
food wasn't bad. It was a combina
tion of ground corn, meat, and roots.
And with it were two pitchers of corn
wine that warmed your insides and
showed every indication of giving you



a good jag if you drank too lnuch.

"Excellent food," the professor ex
claimed. "I'll have to get the recipe
and have my wife try it."

"Professor," I said vvearily, "I don't
'vant to be a pessimist, but doesn't it
occur to you faintly that yon may
never see your wife again? These
people, fron1 all I have read about
them in the ancie,nt days, weren't nice
\vhen they got nlad. They liked to kill
people. And I think they are nlad as
hornets at us right now.

"They're not as smart about atonlic
power as they think," the professor
chuckled. "Maybe I can sho'\v thelll
sonlething myself."

An hour later the door opened and
Nanito entered. She looked at us with
her sad eyes and then said abruptly:
"You will be taken before the Luticci,
the board of our elders. They will de
cide your fate. Until that tilne you
will have the freedonl of our city. It
\vould be foolish for you to try to es
cape."

And \vith that she turned and was
gone.

Sometime later, while looking over
our prison rOOIn, I tried the stone
door. It opened easily and the hall out
side vvas empty. The professor and 1
ventured out, cautiously at first, half
expecting the soldiers to appear any

11linute. None did. It \vas afternoon
and we walked out on the colonnaded
court. People passed us,. paying little
attention to our presence.

For the next four days '\ve had conl
plete freedolll of the' city. Soldiers may
have been shadovving us, but if they
\vere, they did a clever job because
vve never savv thenl. The first few
hours outside our prison told both the
professor and nlyself that any attempt
to run away would nlean certain
death. The city '\vas on a plateau so
high that the earth below the city and
fertile valley '\vas lost in a deep, shift
ing mist.

Professor Cart'\vright had the tin18
of his life in these few days of free
donl. He vvent to the great astronomy
tower '\vhere the priests computed the
time and the weather conditions.

"Amazing," he' exclaimed to me the
next evening. "They still use the ka
tun as their calender, just like the
ancient Mayans. Each katun is twenty
years. More efficient and nlore detail
ed than our Ronlan calender system."

CALENDARS and science the
ans used didn't interest me. I had fevv
illusions as to what would happen to
us when we were brought before the
court of elders. I had ,passed the

"Death Pool" vvhere the Mayans dun1p
ed the bodies \ of their enemies after
death. I was trying to figure some
"vay to escape, but I had little luck.

Yet I was greatly inlpress~d \~vith

the peaceful life of the city. P~ople

canle and went quietly, \vithout sho'\v
ing the strain we see in our' own
cities. I learned that the farIns in the
fertile valley whe~e they grew co'rn,
peppers, beans and· cocoa were held in
eommonby ~he village,:. par.celed by
the farm chief to individuals in ac
cordance vvith their 'ability to raise
good crops. Bees seemed to be every
where, large and domestic ones, and
honey \vas the basis of llluch of their
food~

There vvere no signs of poverty. The
dress ,of the people, was of excell~nt

quality cotton, spun and vvoven into
fabrics which had a silken delicacy.
The priests wore \vhite l~obes \vith
gold trinkets and they seenled to be
the nlost in1portant citizens.

Their architecture vvas perhaps the
1l10St brilliant and dazzling part of
that mysterious city~ The material
used was· a hard and shining white
limestone, embedded in firm mortar,
well cut and exactly fitted, and la
vishly carved on every part with
nlythical and historical figures and



hieroglyphic inscriptions. Translation
of these hieroglyphics is one of the
most difficult problems of American
archeology because the Spaniards de
stroyed most of the ancient books and
also any key that Inight exist to their
meaning.

ON the third day the whole charac
ter of the city changed. Instead of the
quiet and peaceful atmosphere, there
was a tenseness and considerable run
ning around.

It ,vasn't until I returned to nlY
prison cell that I learned the reason.
The professor, delved into every phase
of the life of the city and the people
with all the ardor of a student of
science, had learned a great deal more
than I had.

"Somewhere up in Ne\v Mexico they
must have exploded another atomic
bomb," he explained to me. "These
people have extracted atomic energy
from the air, something our scientists
have been trying to do. for years. They
have a huge seismograph which re
cords all the atomic ,vaves and they
know when atomic energy is anywhere
in the world. They are afraid of this
because they know it is only through
an atomic ray that their city might
be found. They just ask to live in
peace and be left alone. A very in
telligent and relnarkable race."

"What did you find out about this
blue-eyed Goddess of Death, Nanito ?"
I asked.

"She is the daughter of the queen,"
Professor Cartwright replied. ",Queen
Bebita rules the city. She has three
sons, the oldest ,vill take her place as
ruler. Nanito is something of a spy
for the Mayans. She has been out in
the world and when they get a tip
that danger is near - such as, my ob
long box, she is sent out to stop it.
A very capable girl."

"I'd say she is," I replied. "We'll
,probably know just how capable ,vhen
we get our verdict of death."

The professor gave a chuckling
laugh. "Don't let that worry you," he
said. ".Maybe we won't die."

His chuckling laugh and his words
of cheer didn't relieve the depressing
feeling I had that it was only a mat
ter of hours until he and I and his
atomic ray threat "rould be wiped out.
I had tried to figure out every possi
ble escape, but there were none.

The next morning I was awakened
by somebody tugging on my should
ers. I opened my eyes. It was still
dark" but somebody was bending over
me. Then I heard the professor's whis
pering voice: "Get up - quickly," he
said. "We've got to get ready."

I struggled to sit up, still drowsy

and sleepy-eyed. "Ready for \vhat?"
I delnanded.

"Today they will try us," the pro
fessor ,vas rubbing my face to wake
Ine up. "Our chances are not very
good. They feel if we live and leave
here, we will be back. So the sinlple
solution is to call a holiday and dis
pose of us via the death pool cere
mony. So we must be prepared. Stand
up and take off all your clothes. You
are to \vear this under your clothes."

I stood up, took off my clothes, and
Pl'Ofessol: Cart,vright gave me a piece
of heavy cloth and instructed me to
wrap it around my \vaist and should
ers.

"Now follo\v me and do as I do," he
said. "I shall hate very much to do
\vhat I have in mind because I have
learned to love these fine people. But
one must live, no luatter "rhat the
cost."

When dawn broke some Ininutes
later, our breakfast was brought in.
There \~vas something ominous about
thE' ~unount of food served to us. It
\vas a veritable feast. Fruits in great
baskets. Bottles of wine. Specially pre
pared meats of several types and much
('orn and peppers and beans.

"In the old days," I said, "Mayans
always feasted their victims. This is
one meal that doesn't appeal to me."

"Tut, tut," the professor ,vas in all
unliable mood. "Don't get discouraged.
Try some of this ~ pheasant. It is de
licious. And the wine. Ah, a nectar for
the Gods."

I ate, but not with the relish of
the professor. And when our meal was
finished, the stone door opened and
Nanito entered, followed by soldiers.

"You will come with me," she spoke
in a crisp, matter-of-fact tone. "The
Elders will now hear your' case."

I
WE were marched out of the low

building, with guards to the right, to
the left, and at the rear. Nanito led
the way, walking with her long green
robe flowing to the ground and her
golden hair glistening in the sun.

As we got out to the colonnaded
court, I saw at a glance that the en
tire city was in a festive mood. People
were everywhere, dressed in gay col
ors. Flags were out. There was a low
din of animated conversation and
laughter from the great crowds that
peered at us with morbid curiosity.

Up the long flight of snow white
steps to the temple we went with slow
and measured tread. Inside the great
temple room ten elders, wearing white
robes and serpent hats, were in a cir
cle. Soldiers were everywhere with
their atomic guns pointed at us.

The cerenl0ny \vas over quickly.
had no chance to say anything. The
soldiers pushed us to our knees and a
tall and gaunt old luan, who had more
feathers in his hat than the others,
l'ose and harangued us in a sing-song
voice.

When he had finished, Nal1ito said,
"The elders have found you enemies of
our city. They believe if you are al
lowed to go free, you will make an
other atomic ray and find our' city. If
that happens, our city and our lives
\vill be cursed and we will again -be
destroyed."

She was looking at me as she talk
ed. I asked: "So what now, my beau
ty? You seem to have done a very good
job. We never wanted to destroy your
city or harm you. In fact, you can live
on for thousands of years in solitude
as far as I'm concerned."

"You both have been condemned to
die," she answered in Spanish. "There
could be no other decision. You win
have the honor of dying in the Pool
of the Virgins."

My nlouth was dry and my heart
'vas pounding against my ribs, but I
managed to reply: "What a pleasure,
111y dear."

I \vas yanked to IUy feet and the
professor and I were escorted down
the long flight of white steps. The
crowd below was getting larger and
larger and there was laughter and
taunting \vords thrown at us.

N ear the Pool of the Virgins, the
priests took over, but the soldiers
\vith their atomic guns were close be
hind. The priests nearest to us were
carrying the hul-ehe spears, the fav
orite \veapons of the ancient Mayans,
silnilar in every way to the ones the
E'skimos use for fishing. Four taIl
priests with feathered hats and a lot
of goid on their robes had long spears
\vith golden heads.

Professor Cartwright moved closer
to me. "Watch nle and follow m~, no
Inatter where I go. It's one chance in
a thousand, but it may succeed."

I had no idea what he had in mind,
but I. \vas positive that we didn't have
even one chance in a thousand. The
pool of death was directly in front of'
us and the priests with the long spears
were ready and eager to do their
'york.

)
THEN I heard it again, the low

faint rumbling sound that came from
the bo\vels of the earth below nle. It
~as a roar that always seemed to be
\vith you, no matter where you went
in the city. I had heard it in our
prison room, and I wondered what it
was.

Two of the priests had grabbed the



"This is a sacred river to them,"
the professor answered. "They would
n't dare jump into these waters. Af
ter all, why should they? By all rules
we should die here."

"What's the difference, dying here
or in the Pool of the Virgins ?" I
questioned weakly. "But how did we
get away from those priests and all
the soldiers? They shot at us with
their atoluic guns and we didn't die."

"For the very good reason that '\ve
were wearing a protective armor
against atomic. shots," the professor

The professor hadn't lost l1luch of
his cocky enthusiasm for life and ad
venture. I had lost all, including most
of my strength. It ,was with some ef
fort that I said: "Weare in an under
ground river, but what chance have we
of getting out. Also, won't they follo"w
us?"

"We are on a sand bar below a cen
ote," he explained. "You understand
that that is the opening to the rivers
of Yucatan that run underground. For
your information, there are no sUrface
rivers in the Peden jungle. What hap
pened is simple. I had discovered that
cenote near the Pool of the Virgins
and figured if we ·could get down it
and into the river, we had a chance
of being carried far enough to escape
the Mayans."

A deafening splash of vvater broke
my fall. I went down below the sur
face of a surging current. I struggled
weakly to come to the top and then
suddenly the current seemed to take
me and throw me up and carry me
forward at a terrific speed.

I heard the professor yelling: "Jim
... Jinl ... where are you?"

pening. Then the professor dove into
the hole under the stone canopy. I
follo,ved and was falling through end
less space of Stygian blackness. My
lungs tightened a~d felt like they were
about to explode. My head started to
swim and I felt consciousness slowly
leaving me.

"Here," I answered faintly.

"This rope," the professor screamed,
-"grab it and it will keep us together."

My fingers closed on the rope. The
speed of the current "vas so terrific
I ,vas fighting to keep consciousness.
Time was no reality and I have no
idea how long I had been carried by
the angry waters when I was suddenly
conscious of not moving but of lying
on a sand bar. Professor Cartwright
was at nlY side and far overhead was
a small circle of daylight.

"Okay," I finally was able to say,
"where are we and what in heaven's
name

Soldiers closed in on the professor,
but the steel weapon was still spitting
and more soldiers crumpled to the
stones. The professor yelled to nle:
"Come on and run like hell."

The soldiers' atomic guns spat out
death at us. Something was biting IUy
body, sending funny sensations over
me. I didn't stop to figure what these
were. I wondered why I wasn't dead
from the atomic guns. The professor
had opened a swath in the crowd and
was racing for a stone structure about
twenty yards away.

I was close on his heels, my brain
too numbed to kno\\! what was' hap-

professor and l1le. There was a stone
plank that led out over the water,
the plank where the virgins sacrificed
to the Gods had walked to their
deaths.

The professor ,vas ahead of me, and
he walked slowly and with a jaunty
step, something I couldn't understand.

Then it happened. It came with such
rapidity that that minute is still only,
a vague blur to me. With a wild
Apache yell, the professor whirled
around. There was a short round piece
of steel in bis right hand. It was
jumping in his hand and making a
noise like a cat spitting. Three priests
to our right went down, groveling on
the stone floor.
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When considering the size of the
solar system, its actual magni
tude becomes dwarfed by the huge
distances of the space that sur
rounds it. This brings unfair
comparision, just as if in discus
sing the continents of the earth,
someone kept throwing in the
larger areas of the oceans to con
fuse the issue.

Similarly, it is difficult to use
areas as comparisons of various
worlds, because we have the
question of surface "and mass,
when applied to spheres, giving two
completely different concepts re;
gardjng them.

Perhaps the simplest· yardstick 'is
that of population. It's not dif
ficult to think of Peoria in terms
of Chicago. You can put about
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Not in area, but in people. That's
the way we siz,e cities, states and
even nations. So why not apply it
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Our world has a population of
nearly 2,400,000,000." That gives it
a nice edge on Venus, which just
about clears the two billion mark.
Mars and Mercury combined would
be lucky to top one .billion. So we~

can list the inner planets as close
to 5,500,000,000. Earth's moon, if
its 175,000,000 were included, would
certainly insure that figure.

The moon, in its own class,
rates with such satellites as 10
and Europa, both belonging to
Jupiter. But G any m e de and
'Callisto, another brace of Big
Jove's Inoons, 'are two to three
times as populous. Titan, a moon
of Saturn, tops the lot and furnis'h
es sonle secondary assistance in
Rhea and Japetus.

To make the figures round and
full, nloonlike so to speak,we can
allow a total of two billion. The
cOlnbined population of all the
moons this side of Neptune would
about equal that of Venus but
would fall short of Earth's total.

Neptune has a moon called
Triton which according to some
estimates is the real giant among
satellites, capable of containing. a
population of one billion. This
would really give the moons a
bulge when compared to Earth but
Triton is still somewhat of an un-

The End

said. "You will recall that I had you
undress and wrapped that cloth around
your body. For your information, that
cloth, which you still wear, is made
of special nylon with lead tissue. I
have been working on such a garment
to be worn in case of atomic attack.
I had sonle with me to protect us from
rays of the oblong box. That is vvhy
the atolnic shots didn't kill us."

"That weapon you had?" I ques
tioned. "What was it?"

"A part of my atomic ray appara
tus," the professor replied with a
laugh. "You see, the scientists didn't
figure out the box and they called on
me to help them. I took the tube out.
The atomic ray from it isn't as power
ful as from a gun, but it was strong
enough to knock the soldiers down."

"Okay," I answered. "Where do vve
go from here ?"

"Down stream," the professor said
and pulled 111e back into the water.

IT 111ight have been hours, many of
them, or days. I will never know. The
surging watel' carried us on and on
in a nladdening whirlpool of death.
Then again we lay on a sand bar. This
time we didn't talk. Neither had the
strength' for words. Our clothes had
been torn off by jagged rocks and
our flesh lacerated. But there was no
pain any longer. The slight conscious
ness we had left told us there would
be no awakening when we finally

•blacked out.

I never saw the rope and the bucket
that came down through the cenote
far overhead. Professor Cartwright was
lying on his back and in the last flick
ering of consciousness before his eyes
closed, he saw it. He watched the buck
et come down and down, like a
man visions strange things in the last
few minutes of life.

The bucket touched him before he
realized that it actually was there.
With a weak cry, he grabbed it and
yanked on the rope. His cry brought
me back to reality. Overhead there
was '\vild talking in Spanish and then
faces \;vere peering through the cen
ote.

Minutes later I ,vas hauled up to
the surface in the bucket and the pro
fessor caIne next. We lay on the
ground surrounded by excited and
frightened the men who
search for the chicle, from which gunl
is made, in the .Peden jungles. They
had camped at the cenote and had put
the bucket down to get sOp:1e water.

Three weeks later we were in Be
lize, waiting for a ship to take us
home. The professor had regained his
exuberance for adventure and was
talking about another trip in search
of the lost city of the Mayans.

I had no interest in the subject.



1

SGT. Bill Cameron awoke suddenly,
troubled ,by the deep silence that
surrounded him. It was only a few
moments before he remembered he
was on Mars, sleeping in a room in a
Martian city.

For weeks he and his thirteen com
panions had travelled through space
in a high-powered, jet engine rocket
ship, headed for this strange, ever
fascinating planet. During the last
two weeks they had come closer and
closer. At first there had been noth
ing to see, nothing but rocks and val
leys covered with a thin green vege
tation. And then they saw the city.

From miles outward in space, the
city had gleamed in the pale rays of
the sun. It hadn't seemed to cover
much territory at first, but as they
came closer, the area grew, until the
men estimated that it must cover

~ ..



many square miles. And over it was
a strange sort of transparent dome.
Underneath they could see movement,
little figures going back and forth in
lush green, yellow, and red vegeta
tion.

Then suddenly the day before, just
a bit after noon, when they seemed
only n1iles from the city, their motors
had stopped. Captain Clyde Roderick .
had tried everything to start them up
again, but it had been of no use. Bill
had tried to use his radio, but no re
sponsive words could be heard from
the fara\vay home planet. Up to that
time contact had been excellent.

They had prepared for a crash
landing into the covered city. It nev
er came. Instead the ship· was drawn,
at a steady speed, toward the trans
parent dome and amazingly, sucked
through it without causing a break in
the covering.

Then it rested in a fertile valley.
The men, holding their guns in readi
ness, cautiously alighted, not know
ing what kind of welcome to expect.
There had been many stories about
the n1en who lived on Mars. And
there also had been emphatic pro
nouncements that no people lived
there because it was too cold and
there was no oxygen to sustain hu
man ,or ,animal life.

Bill didn't know or care much
about these things. He was a radio
man, and he had volunteered for the
American Army's Expedition to Mars,
or AAEM, purely out of a love for
adventure. But he had heard the four
scientists they carried aboard discuss
the· subject many times.

When they stepped down fvom ·the
ship, however, they found no human
beings at all, as far as they could
tell. Immediately the entire group
had been surrounded by dozens of
creatures made of metal and moving
on wheels. They did not speak, and
they moved mechanically.

At first the earthmen were pre
pared to fight, but the robots had no
weapons and their only action was to
urge the ship's members down long
and winding streets, pushing them
gently from· all sides.

THE men were herded to the front
of a large impressive building, built
of stone and roofed with some sort
of transparent material, the same as
the transparent dome which covered
the whole city. A panel in the front of
the building slid noiselessly back and
they were pushed inside, led through
corridors and into this room at the
top of the build~ng.

Piles of cotton in orderly ro\vs were
the only furniture. Calneron sat do\vn,
expecting to land on the floor, but
the cotton merely yielded gently to
('onform to the shape of his body and
\,'as not squashed do\vn by his \veight.

"Hey, fel1o,,~s," he rRIled out to the

other crew members as he bo p
and down, "this is really something!"

The others laughed in agreement,
but the scientists were scrutinizing
the cotton with intense concentration.
They couldn't seem to figure out ex
actly what it was made of. The men
were tired and they lay down
and slept on the strange substance.

Bill apparently was the first to
awaken. He had the feeling that many
hours had passed. As they had drop
ped off to sleep, the sun was going
down, and now it was bright day
light again. His watch said eight
o'clock.

"I have to get that radio working
and tell the folks back home about
this," he murmured. Then he looked
suddenly toward the end of the room.
The strange panel door had opened
and the little metallic creatures were
gliding noiselessly in carrying trays
of food.

"Wake up, you guys, chow is here,"
Bill yelled to his sleeping buddies.
Tousled heads were raised from the
soft cotton and the men watched as
more of the little automatons filed
into the room. Some of the food on
the trays looked familiar - there
were large red appies and ripe golden
pears - but the rest was strange to
the eyes of the earthmen. A pale
green liquid was there for them to
drink and lavender-colored chunks of
meat were floating in a creamy sub
stance. It didn't look pleasant, but
the men found that it tasted delicious.
They ate with hearty appetites.

All except Captain Clyde Roderick,
the head of the expedition. Upon
first awakening, he had expe.rienced
a moment of blind panic at not hear
ing the persistent roar of the rocket
ship's engines that had been with hinl
day and night for so long. Then the
events of the day before came back
to him.

But now something else was bother
ing him. He felt somehow as if strange
eyes were peering at him - human
eyes, not th~se of the little mechani
cal men. And he also had the feeling
that the scrutiny \vas not of a friend
ly nature. After breakfast, Roderick
decided, he would call the men togeth
er and warn them to be on their
guard.

NO sooner had this thought crossed
his mind than he found himself sur
rounded by six of the little robots.
They gently urged hi1)1 to his feet
with their stiffly-moving tin arms,
handed him his clothes, and waited
whHe he dressed. Then they propell
ed him quickly out of the room.

The other n1en started to protest
R, l~_'· rush for\vard, but Roderick called
to them reassuringly, "Don't WOITy!
I'll be back. Cameron, you take charge."

The wheeled men took him down long
"-lnding corridors into the lower floors
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and back to the dormitory at
.of the building. This time,

gently by the girl, he did not
of breath. Strength seenled to

the small hand in his.
vv'ere sitting on the cotton

draped ,vith tapestries, and

talking, laughing, and playing cards.
Roderick lo'oked at them proudly. They
were a fine lot, sp'ecially picked for
this dangerous and daring secret mis
sion. He and C'ameron were Army Air
Corps Inen; Collyer was from the Na
vy;· Jackson, a marine; Drs. Hendricks,

Calnpbell, Sondergaard, and Villers
were famous scientists. The other six
Inen were hand-picked technicians for
the rocket ship's cre,v. N'ot even their
families knew where they had gone.

These fourteen men had lived and
vvorked together in small quarters dur-
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used at night.
"We manufacture our own oxygen

and our own heat within the city, and
that is how wle have managed to sur
vive."

Clyde noted that she always spoke
of we, but aside fl:om the mechanical
men, he had seen no .other human be
ings.

"There aren't many of us left," Da
kylla said, "only about 500. The others
are busy with their res,earch now. You
will see them later. All the functions
of the city and the farm lands are run
by the dekros, the men on wheels. We
Martians spend our time figuring out
new methods of p1'lotecting ourselVies
from the atmosphere and making other
developments to increase the enjoyment
of our lives."

"But where do you get your power?"
Dr. Villers asked eagerly. He was an
-engineer and physicist and stared in
awe as Dakylla pointed the various
heat and oxygen plants lOut to him.

"From the sun, of course. Its rays
are intensified by the plastic dome."

HI don't understand," Villers replied,
"you're one and half times the dis
tance' from the sun that Earth is, and
we have neyer heen able to harness the
sun's rays to such ,an extent."

"Our scientists are far more advanc
ed than those on the Green Planet,
Doctor. We have many things that will
startle and amaze you. The plastic
dome, for instance. If a solid object,
such as y,our ship, ~oes through the
dome, the plastic reknits itself immedi
ately. It is living organism. However,
we have not yet perf'ected its resist
ance to extreme heat and eltectronic
rays. That is why your radio beam
would he fatal. Itwould melt the plas
tic and our entire city would perish.
And the fire from the engines lof your
ship would have the same effect. That
is why we were forced to put your
motors out of commission before you
landed." ,

"You did that?" Roderick asked in
surprise. "I thought it was just mech
anical failure."

"N1o, the man in the tower warned
us. We 'knew many weeks ago that
your ship was headed this way. He
warned us and sent out the counter
electronic heanl to deaden your en
gines."

"The man in the tower?" Dr. Villers
repeated. •

"We have a lookout on top of the
dome. He wears a special suit that
manufactures oxygen and heat, a min
iature, of the plastic dome itself. And
he has the m,ost powerful electronic
gun eVier created. That is our only
weapon and our defense against intru
ders."

"But," said Clyde with a sinking
feeling in the pit of his stomach, "if
the heat of our nl0tors would dest!."oy

LIWLYA was situated on a Martian
plateau and it was an enti:vely self-con..
tained unit. The atmosphere of Mars
itself has no oxygen, only carbon diox
ide, nitrogen, and argon. And the av
verage temperature of the planet is
about 70 degrees below zero. Lichens
and s'eedless plants can exist in this
kind of climate, but it w,ould be im
possible for human beings. And Dakyl
la 8'eemed to be almost the same type
of being as the earth men.

"At one time there was sufficient
oxygen on Mars to sustain human life"
she told .~R-oderick and Villers. "At th~t
time, too, it was warmer. But, gradually
the planet began to cool and the oxy
gen ,disappeared. So my ancestors built
the city of Liwlya, completely enclosed
in heavy transparent plastic."

The girl led them along corridors
and streets along which were small
dw'ellings. lEach dwelling had a plastic
top and ov,er the whole city was a large
plastic dom,e. Light fl:om the sun was
filtered through this and brightened
the city, but the two men noticed that
there were lamps set all along the way,
funny large globes, apparently to 00

ing the trip to Mars with the minimum
of friction. But there were only twelve
men in th'e room now, besides Roder
ick. He l'ooked around suddenly, in con
sternation. "Where's Bill?"

Dr. Villers spoke up. "He "vent to
look for the ship. He's very anxious to
radio home."

The girl's beautiful eyles narrowed
swiftly and she seemed to be conc'en
trating hard. "I know where he is,"
she said suddenly. And a few minutes
later the little men on wheels were
pushing Bill Cameron back into the
room "vith his companions.

"What's the idea?" he. complained
loudly.

"Bill," Roderick' said to him quietly,
"there's some reason why woe can't use
the radio. Just be pati,ent."

"I don't like it, Clyde. Don't let these
guys pull the wool over our eyes."
Then he saw the woman, and his face
took on a look of surprise. "Wh'o is
she?"

For the first time the woman intro
duced hers'elf. "My name is Dakylla.
I run the show."

That expression transf,erred itself
from Bill's mind to hers, Clyde Roder
ick realized with a shiver. No thought
is private fl'om these people.

"Y'es, captain, you are right," Da
kylla answered his unspoken words.
"Perhaps Dr. Villers would like to ac
company us on our tour."

The scientist assented eagerly and
they st'epped from the room containing
the disgruntled Bill Cameron and 'his
companions into a strange and fantas
tic world, the world of the City of
Liwlya.



That will take a little time and man
euvering. We don't want to ruin this
whol'e city. The heat from our engine
exhaust would do just that."

They asked him what he meant and
he explained ,vhat Dakylla had' said.
As they talked, he once again had the
feeling of hostile eyes watching
him, unfriendly black eyes.

The men protested vigorously at the

thought of staying in Liwlya. They
had friends and family back on Earth.
They wanted to return. Most of them

\vere bold and daring, but only the sci
entific men weIle really interested in
the kind of life the Martians had cre
ated.

"I'll get to that radio~" muttered
Cameron to hiros,elf. "Just wait and
see."

A moment later a swarm of the
dekros wheel'ed in and surrounded Bill
Cameron. He tried to fight them off
and several companions came to his
aid. Roderick tri'ed to stop them, un
successfully.

Suddenly Hanlayit was at the door,
a strange oblong piece of metal in his
hand.

"This is an electronic ray gun," he
said sharply in a loud voice.
vvho moves \vin be burned to a cinder
\vith it."

"Won't that destroy your dome?"
Roderick asked quickly.

"Not if I aim at the stone walls,"
Hamayit said to him. "The plastic is
above that. No"r·Sgt. Cameron had
better com,e with Ine."

Bill Cameron shuffled ,out of the
group, stepping over several parts of a
dekro which had been destroyed in the
fight. Noone made a move to stop him.

Clyde Roderick sent a mental mes
sage to Dakylla and waited hopefully
for her to appear. H,e trusted the
beautiful young woman and liked her.
But Hamayit ...

"You wanted to see m'e, captain?"
She walked delicately into the room,
and he was struck again by her charm
and grace.

"Where is Bill CameI'lon being
taken?" he asked.

"You must not trouble yourself," she
smi1ed. "If your impulsive friend be
haves himself, he will not be harmed."

"I don't trust Hamayit."

"I am the ruler here. Hamayit would
not dare to go against my wishes."

"Y1es, but "

'"I know \vhat is in your friend's
lllind, captain," she interrupted. "You
do not. Sgt. Cameron is planning to
get to the rocket ship and radio home
and then start up the motors so that
all of you can escape. Hie does not
realize that there would be no op
portunity for you and your men to get

to the once the dome is broken.
You would die with us, and the lack
of oxygen in the air would cause our
city to crumble, all except the stone
walls of this building."

"Why would the buildings be de
stroyed, too? " Dr. Villers asked.

"Becaus1e they are made lof living
matter that breathes oxygen just as we

do. It is a secret we ha¥e discovered
through hundreds of years of research.
Even the material you slept on last
night is breathing."

A gasp amazement went through
the room, and some of the.men ginger
ly got up from their comf,ortable
couches and stared at them in fascina
tion.

"What about you, Dakylla?" Captain
Roderick questioned. "How did you
happen to become the ruler of
Liwlya ?"

"My father ruled Liwlya for many
years. t was his only child. He died
when the sun last came closest to the
city. I t has been arranged that the
next time that ,occurs, shall marry
Hamayit and w,e shall rule together.':'

SUDDENLY there was a commotion
outside the door. Hamayit rushed in,
his black eyes staring out of his
face, his electronic gun clutched in his
hand.

"He has escaped, this Sgt. Canleron,"
he crii~d excitedly. "He got away in the
streets where I could not shoot. He has
gone to find the rocket ship."

The perturhed young Martian ran
out, and Captain Roderick, grabbing
Dakylla by the hand, ran after him. His
companions, realizing at last the
seriousness of the situation and the
danger Cameron was pla·cing them all'
in, rushed into the street along with
them.

Dakylla st'opped a moment, con
centrated, then said: "He has not yet
reached the ship. There is still time."

"Lead th~ way," Roderick shouted.
Swiftly the girl led him down the

streets of the city toward a large open
field. There, in the distance, he could
see his gleaming ship. A small figure
was dashing toward it.

"Is there anything you can do?" he
asked Dakylla frantically.

"N0, we have no defense against
this," she panted as they raced on
ward.

The figure reached the ship and
started to climb the ladder. Several of
the dek~os attempted to grab hin1 and
pull him down.

"Cameron," Roderick yell,ed \vith his
last ounce of breath. "Don't, Canleron.
Come back. We'll all be killed."

Bill Cam1eron stopped at the door of
the rocket ship and turned around. "It's
okay, Clyde," he shouted back. "I'll get
us lout of this."

"The fool," the captain muttered.

Sudd-enly there was an ominous hum
from the rocket ship as the radio was
turned on. Clyde Roderick could almost
see the invisible radio waves that shot
out toward the glass dome. He on
running and stumbling, stumbling and
running, Dakylla being dragged
at his side.

"It is too late," she moaned, and
looking up, he saw a crack in the
dome, saw the opening widen and be
gin to mlelt.

"Inside the ship," Roderick gasped.
"If we can just get inside the ship,
we'll be safe." He pulled the girl for
\vard, tried to keep her from looking
back at the lovely city that was her
home.

THE rift in the dome was spreading
rapidly, the melting pl'toC'ess gaining
momentum as it went. Then another
frightening sound cam.e to their ears.
Bill Cam,eron had started up the
engines of the rocket and the
flaming exhaust from the jet motors
was making further holes in the plastic
dome.

A cola blast of air came down from
above and swept them backwards.
They were only about twenty yards
from the ship, and they hear the
labored breathing of the other earth
men behind them. In addition, Martians
had rushed out of their places of work
and were milling around and crying
out in; their frantic terror.

The ,vind was bitterly cold and
penetrating, and the lack of .oxygen
caused the breath to strangle in their
throats. It was imp,ossible to run any
more. The dead bodies of Martians lay
around them in a matter of seconds.

Sgt. Bill Cameron, inside the rocket
ship, exultantly speeded up the
engines. Why did:n't the captain com,e
and help him, he wondered. "I can't run
this thing myself," he muttered in
annoyance. He was also upset over the
'fact that he had not been able to
contact Earth.

Getting 'to his feet, Cameron went to
the door of the rocket ship and look
ed out. In the s'econd before the
atmosphere sucked his body out of the
cabin and dashed 'it to the ground, he
saw the dead forms of his companions
lying lifelessly a few yards away.

,Clyde Roderick made one last desper
ate attempt to reach the warm, pres
surized interior of the rocket plane. He
got to his knees. D~kylla'shand slipped
from his and she f ell back on the
ground, her lovely face blue gnd her
green eyes staring wide and terrified in
death. 'With a hoarse cry, he stumbled
and fell beside her. The cold wind of
Mars blew down over the stiffening
bodi1es, and nothing but a few stone
\valls remained of the City of Lhvlya.
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A..nd no\v .. "

THE \VOnlan was waving at him
and fronl somewhere behind her had
conle a tall, handsome man, who wa~

also naked. Thorton didn't notice this
companion .at first. Only the strange,
intoxicating beauty, the exquisitive
and delicate grace of the \voman's
Inovenlents.

Then the man at her side was talk
ing to her angrily, as if jealous of her
actions. She was laughing and throw
ing her head back merrily. The man
reached for her, but as he did, the
little guards around hinl grabbed his
arms and legs and pulled him away.
It nlade Thorton think of Gulliver's
Travels, the midgets swarming all
over a giant.

Thorton studied the typography of
the land around the Wloman, her
jealous lover, and the littl.e men. They
all stood in a small valley and the hill
hehind them looked like rock. The trees
\vere stunted and had no leaves. Their
branches rose upward, like the arlns
and hands of ghosts.

Studying the hills closely, Thorton
saw that beyond them was a vast area
of wat'er held back f110m that little
valley bY' dalns and the hills. These
dams' sometimes seelned to move, as
if suddenly they \vould break. A feel
ing of nervousness and fear came
over Thorton for the beautiful \voman,
a feeling he had difficulty controlling.
He "vanted to screalll at her to be
careful. But no \vlords came from his
mouth and as the fear increased, he
turned off the switches and the great
Inicroscope \vas still and the picture
\vas g'.one.

It all seemed like a "'?leiI'd and un
believable nightmare to him. He want
ed to think, to assure himself again
that all this was real and that he had
seen it. He had tried his first experi
ment with the super nlicr,oscope in the
hope that he might view molecules
that had never before been seen by
man.

Instead he had seen a f.orm of life
that came from the earth, a strange
11lanifestation of a belief held in ancient
tilnes by scientists - that life existed
in the bowels of the earth, just as on
the surface.

His head swimming from the 'excite
Inent, he went to the cafeteria to have
a cup of coffee. He debated whether to
announce his amazing discovery at
that Inonlent. Old Professor Henry
Minton, who had been his guiding star
in his advancement in physics, \vould
be as excited as a little hoy.

THEN slowly the Inass stopped
moving and outlines of what looked
like huge and misshapen :vocks ap
peared. These stood still for a monlent,
as if suspended in air. The hum in
creaS'ed. The molecules seemed to fuse
into another mass, this time with
glittering blue and red colors at the
edges and a deep green in the center.

The picture grew stronger and the
colors changed until there was move
ment' in it, life that seemed to be
hurrying back and forth, And then
came the outline, dimly at first, of
what looked like a WOlnan.

Thorton stared at the picture, his
brain "Thirling ,vith excitement. The
wonlan becaInle more real and around
her objects moved, forIning into figures
of small men. The ,voman was tall and
her flesh and her face becanle vivid
and clear.

Her hair was long and flowing, a
glolden color, her body trim, face long
and with classic features, neck swan
like, and her breasts large and well
formed. Her v.raist and her legs taper
ed off in a perfect line, graceful and
lithe.

At first Thorton couldn't realiz·e
what he was seeing. The woman was
completely nude and slowly her hand
rose, palm up, as if she were motion
ing to Thorton. Small and strange
looking animals and small men ,vere
around her. They "Talked with a jumpy
step, always keeping cl1ose, as if they
were her protectors.

There were trees and rocks and land,
rugged and hilly, and the woman and
the little men were in a valley. Over
head a huge bird, with wings like an
eagle, but five times the size of an
eagle, was flapping -wildly.

Thorton rubbed his sleeve across his
face to make sure he wasn't dreaming.
He felt the vibrant hum of the power
ful dynamos and the ,vhirling sound
of the gun as it sent the proton in a
regular flow int,o the tube of the
microscope.

The box-like structure of his
"Butcher's Refrigerator/' was there in
front of him. The white walls of the
lab rOOln loomed to the right and left
and overhead was the ,vhite ceiling.

No, he wasn't dreaming. It was
reality, strange, unbelievable, fantastic.
There had only been a spl10tch of slimy
water and mud, taken from the bowels
of the earth, three thousand feet be
low the surface.

seemed to go to\vard the center.

He sat in front lof it to make his
first test. Behind him ,vere three years
of painstaking work, of fear that what
he dreamed would never come up to
expectation, and of impati'ence to try
it out. On the slide was only a bit of
COllllnon earth, taken from a depth of
three thousand feet, a part of the
slimy mud pumped out of an oil ,veIl.

The powerful dynanllos began send
ing 150,000 volts to tear away the
satellite electron. The hum had a de
finite vibration, so controlled that it
was sOlnething Thorton sens1ed rather
than felt. The gun directed the proton
of hydrogen into the tube. A mass of
grayish black appeared on the screen.
It Inoved in a mass of darkening color,
the nl0lecules ,vhirling around, all

The 150,000 volts that went through
it tore away the satellite electron from
the proton of the hydrogen and a gun
directed the proton in a regular flow
into the tube of the microscope where
it was ooncentrated by three 'electro
static lenses on the object to be
examined. Enlargements were pro
jected on a television-like screen.

Construction of the giant microscope
had taken three years, and through it
Prefessor Thorton hoped to see pre
viously invisible viruses, opening up
new fields of medical knowledge. It
was also hoped that it would bring out
invisible molecules and heavy atoms,
such as those in uranium.

Young Professor Carl Thorton sat in
front of what he called his "Butcher's
Refrigerator." It was a box-like affair
and did look something like a re
frigerator, but there w,ere no ice cubes
in it and no food of any kil1d. It was
a super revolutionary microscope, the
result of three years' work on his part,
aided by unlimited funds from the
University.

It possessed a potential electl'lonic
power of over a nlillion, fifteen times
greater than the most powerful known
electronic microscope and three hundred
times greater than any using light.

It had cased-in proj'ections and tubes
in the front and two small screens in
the style of. televisi,on .or radar screens.

CARL Thorton was young, not yet
quite out ,of his twenti,es. He didn't look
or act like a professor, but he was one
at the University lof Dale, a fabulously
wealthy 'institution in Texas where
spouting oil wells poured out unlimited
cash into the lendowment fund.



Thorton sipped his coffee slowly.
Then gulping down the last few
swallows, he rushed back to the
microscope, seated himself before the
scree~, turned Ion the voltage, and
watched the same process take place
that had occurred when he first look
ed at the splotch of slimy mud.

First there ,vas the moving mass of
dark objects with the molecules,
then the picture grew stronger with
the changing colors and the first in
dication of life. The outline of the
beautiful nude woman slowly began to
take shape. Only this time she seemed
to f.orm faster and with clearer lines.

STARING at the exquisite beauty
of her naked body, Thorton felt an
overwhelming thrill of excxitement.
She seemed to move as if floating in
the air, and as she floated backward
and then forward, the small men
moved with her. The tall giant had
disappeared.

Then she threw up her hands, and
her mouth showed she was laughing
and she backed away and dis'appear
ed behind a small hill, only to re
appear again, this time carrying a
long flowing scarf that she wrapped
around her -body, unwrapping it in a

\tvhirling, dancing mlovement. She
started to -danc'e and all the little --- men
around her danced in unison, as if
they were all having a happy time.

Again the tall, powerfully-built man
\tvith the brutally handsome face was
at her side. He was talking angrily
and she was fl,oating away from him,
just out of his reach. Thol:ton could
almost hear her taunting laughter. .As
the man moved toward her, the little
men were all around him, waiting to
grab him as they had done before.

Thornton had no idea how long he
had stared at this -strange scene. Then
he ran out of the room, headed across
the hall for Proress·or Minton's office.
The professor had glone hOlne, as it
was now after six in the evening.
Thorton got in his car and drove to the
professor's home. -

The old man was sitting down t·o
his dinner when Thorton burst into
the dining Doom. "Professor," he cried,

. "come at once ... the new microscope
. . . I have just seen life in it, life
from somle mud taken from an oil
well three thousand feet down. A
beautiful woman and trees and a
valley - life . . . it exists down there

. . I have seen it . . ."

"Sit down and have some dinner,"

Thorton
it ..."

"Take it easy,"
answered with a la
food and calm -dow
you are talking ab
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have .seen," he said,
is based ,on reality.
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"It ,vas there," Thorton cried. "I
tell you it is the most amazing thing
I ever saw. I'll show it to YIOU."

"You say you put some mud on the
slide?"

"Y'es, just a small am·ount. I was
going to tryout the microscope."

Professor Minton drank his coffee,
and when he had finished, he got up,
said: "Let's see this pnotoplaSlTI you
say you saw in that mud."

IT was~Jj around seven-thirty when
Thorton and Prof'essor Minton arrived
at the lab room. Thorton was tremb
ling with excitement. Professor Minton
watched him with a smile on his lips.

"Nothing as exciting as a new
,discovery, is there, Thorton?" he ask
ed.

."Nothing - abs·olutely nothing,"
Thorton replied, adjusting the switch
es on the mic~oscope.

"And nothing can be as cruelly dis
appointing," Professor Minton added.

"What do you mean?" Thorton de
n1anded.

"We'll see in a moment," Professor
Minton answ·ered.

The hum of the generators started
and the muffled roar of the gun as
it directed the proton into the tube of
the microscope to be concentrated by
the three electrostatic lenses.

Again the differing masses appear
ed on the screen and .after this the
first outlines of life. The colors
changed again and then the hills and
the stunted trees and the beautiful

.i\.NOTHER anthology "BEYOND
THE END OF TIME" appears as a 35c
Perma-book and regales the reader with
19 stories by writers whose names also
appear in the more pretentious
volumes. Here, the editor, Frederick
Pohl, briefly and efficiently begs the
question of "What Is Science Fiction?"
and suggests that the reader find 19
answers by reading the 19 stories in
the book.

Certainly such answers as peek into
the past and the hunting down of lour
descendants in the ruins of present
day cities, afford variety as well as
creatures a mere 200 light years
distant, so space, like time, has found
its share in this representative col
lection. As "A glimpse of tomorrow 
today" the book fulfills its claim.

SOME views of tomorrow, today,
also can be gained from "ROCKETS,
JETS, GUIDED MISSILES AND
SPACE SHIPS'" by Jack Coggins and

nude .won1an were visible. The little
men were gone, but the tall man was
there, hovering near the woman,
watching her every move.

Professor Minton gave an exclama
tion of amazement. ·Thorton's eyes
were glued on the woman. The water
beyond the low hills seemed to be
rising slowly al)d the dams were
heaving back and forth.

"Look out," Professor Minton in his
excit'ement cried, "It's going to
happen. Turn off the miclioscope . . .
turn it off quickly . . ."

Thorton didn't move. His eyes were
on the tall man. He was reaching for
the woman, grabbing her by the
shoulders in his furious jealousy.. Then
it came, a raging, inexorable torrent
of water, breaking the dams as if
they were sheets of paper. The waters
swallowed up the woman and her
companion.

FOR a moment the woman seemed
to be floating easily on the surface of
the whirling current. Then only the
water appeared on the screen. The
trees, the hills, the woman, and her
companion were gone.

Thorton turned off the switches.
"What ... what ... what happened?"
he gasped.

"A very sin1ple thing," Professor
Minton said. "Exan1ine the material
on the slide."

Taking out the slide, Thorton look
ed at it. The small piece of mud he
had placed there ,vas now only a

Fletcher Pratt, with a' foreword by
Willy Ley. Published by RandolTI House
at 95c this is a lTIuch simpler book
than its comprehensive title would
suggest.

Filled with colored plates and other
large illustrations, the book graphical
ly covers the history of rockets and
shows their future potential. Definitely
it has a juvenile appeal, but this in no
'Nay lessens its interest to the adult
reader. A subject that so stirs the
imagination by building from fact, re
quires a pictorial treatn1ent.

WHATEVER the extrelTIeS to vvhich
STF writers have gone to claim new
vVlorlds and frolic among the stars, the
facts described in ASTRONOMY, by
William Lee Kennoll, Ph.D. can match
much that is found in the field of
fantasy.

Published as a college text-book by
Ginn and Company, at $6.50, this
vohln1e is obviously not intended for

rivulet of water.
"The electronic current tearing

away the proton from hydrogen melt
ed the mud and made it only water,"
Pl'ofessor Minton 'explained. "I was
afraid this would happen. When it
did, there was only water and no mud
and the protoplasm under the earth
has to exist in air and molecules just
as ,\ve do. The wat\ervvashed your pic
ture away."

"But I have lTIOre mud," Thorton
exclaimed. "We can try it again."

Professor Minton shook his head.
"YIOU may have to try it for many,
many years," he said. "Protoplasnl
isn't in every prece of mud. You made
a startling and valuable discovery
vvhen you picked that one hunk of
mud ..."

"It has to be there again," Thorton
cried. "That woman . . . I can't lose
her."

He took more lTIud, placed it on the
slide. He turned ton the super micro
se-ope again. The medley of colors
danced on the screen and unknown
moltecules whirled around. But no.
woman or any form of life came out
of the moving masses.

Thorton got up and walked slowly
out ·of the room. He had lost all in
terest in the super microscope. Noth
ing interested him now but the haunt
ing memory of the gorgeous creature
he had seen on the screen. And with
this, the sick'ening realization that he
would neve;' see her again. .

-THE END-

the casual reader. But within its more
than 700 pages are facts and theories
that provoke imaginary flights to out
er space. The author delves into the
history of astronomy, describes lunar
landscapes and gives a graphic idea as
to the size of the asteroid Hermes by a
picture showing it comfortably bolster
ed 011 Manhattan Island.

Only from such a work is it possible
to comprehend the great strides made
in astronomy during recent years and
at the same time recognize the remark
able foundations laid down the
observers of centuries ago. Quoting
from Dr. 'Kennon: "Much as one
squeezes the juice fr,om an <;>range,
gravitation squeezes the radiation from
a star and launches this radiation on
its swift journey to the remote recess
es of space."

That's bringing the outer reaches
right home and many other fascinating
comparisons will be found amid the
more technical passages lof this volume.
Again, we must emphasize that the
book is intended for the advanced stu
dent; but it's the sort that should give
astronomy a high place in the curricu·
lum.

1
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JERRY's Pool and Billiard Hall was
a rather unlikely place for an intel
lectual bull-session, but one was being
held there. Besides being the nation's
foremost astrophysicist, D,octor Lee
Dawson "las a pool shark fIiom away
back. Chris Christopher of Rocketways

\Incorporated, had learned of Dawson's
penchant and had passed the vvord a
long to Bill Farnum, chief chemist for
United Plastics.

All that month, Chris and Bill had
been practicing up on their pool. To
night, they had waylaid Doctor Daw
son into ,\That anlounted to a trap.
'rhey'd had hinl for dinner at a quaint
littl'e Italian restaurant called LR
Bella Napoli, not because they relished
the food, although it was good. It hap
pened that La Bella Napoli was con
veniently around the corner from
Jerry's Pool and Billiard HalL There,
the conspirators had reserved a table
for the entire evening, hoping to take
advantage of Dawson's 'only known
weakness.

It had worked. The astrophysicist's
eye had gleanled at the Pool Room
sign above Jerry's deadfall. So down
the steps they had clome and they
were novv distributed around a pool
table in the corner, under a row of
shaded lamps that hadn't been used for
weeks. Doctor Da-\vson won the break
and pocketed the five-ball ,vith it. Hie
sank three more, then missed, and re
laxed 'vhile Chris Christopher st~lked

around the table, chalking his cue and
trying to pick a shot. Actually, Chris
"vas giving a cue to Bill Farnum, a
different kind of cue than a billiard
cue.

"Ploor Chris," side-toned Bill. "He
never can make up his mind what to
do next. Rocket-propulsion, you know."

Doctor Da\vson blinked as though he
didn't know. Anything he didn't know
\vould have to be very remarkable or

very, very lobscure. For Lee Dawson,
the thin-lipped, thin-haired college
professor not yet in his forties, was
regarded as one of the greatest inter
preters of Einst·einian principles.

"And just what," queried Dawson,
"does rocket-propulsion have ~o do
\vith lack of self-determination 1"

"If Chris can't figure out his
rockets," replied Bill, "he naturally
can't figure out himslelf. As you know,
his company is already planning

. r,ockets for space travel. That's why
they are developing plastic ooatings to
stand atmospheric friction at hitherto
unattained speeds."

Dawson nodded, then asked inl
patiently:

"But what has this to do with
rock'ets ?"

"That's where you conle in," replied
Bill, his round face spreading in a
jovial smile. He paused while Chris
side-pocketed the t\velv'e-ball with a
cushion shot. Then: "Once a rock,et..
ship clears earth's atmosphere, it's in
space. And space is your baby
Doctor."

Chris fhIked a try for the fifteen-'
ball. It was Bill's shot and he was
sighting for it, as Da\vson echoed:
"My baby?"

"Of course." Bill played a carom off
the twelve-ball and sank' the fifteen.
"Your theory on the curvature of space
has him all twisted ··like a pretzel. But
you'd better let Chris express his
problem, pers,onally."

WITH the ice thus broken, Chris did
express it.

"As I get it, Doctor Dawson," said
Chris, "you class all the motion of
celestial bodies as their natural be
havior, which thereby does away with
gravitation altogether."

"Not precisely," returned Dawson,
\vith a dry smile. "Slomlething does

keep us on e
exactly a fornl
the old theory
imply."

"I'm quite a"var
agreed Chris, griml
rockets. But get t
isn't the only proble
\vhen they're loose in

Bill scratched,
on. the table an
ball, gesturing t
turn.

"Once free in sp
son, "your ships
radial acceleration.
courses will become
sci'ence, determine
straight lines. 0
worry you; that will
rocket control. The
space its ill prov

"The old saying ,
vacuum' appli'es to
continued. "You will fin
rents and encounter mass
ev,en space-gaps. Pic
has tested toy boats i
suddenly becoming the
liner in mid-ocean.
self confronted by
tion which he never dr
Your experience in ast
the same, Mr. Christop
gt,ow up to captain a spa

"Consider space a fo
gentlemen" - Da~s

ating his statement Wl,

pool balls "and you
our universe must be
vast sphere, or its equiv
ing .all matter, all energ
from its beginning to it
that quasi-sphere is

Dawson racked
gestured that it w
rocket expert shook hIS
detaching himself
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THERE vvas a ring to Davvson's tone
that gave an actuality to his state
ment as though his eyes had pierced
the very void he nlentioned. His was a
rapture that Galileo must have kno\vn
,vhen viewing the satellites of Jupiter
through his early t'elescope or the
amazement felt by Leeuvvenhoek at his
first 3ight ,of the creatures magnified
by his primitive microscope. For som'e
"\vhere, someho,v, Lee Dawslon, rated
perhaps as our century's greatest mind,
had caught a mental flash that was
not merely out of this world, but out
of this universe ~

"The most tragic of all Nature's
errors, the straight line!"

Dawson repeated those "vords, know
ing they were an echo, but from
where? Someone else had phrased
them, of that he was certain, but they
did not come fronl the past. They were
vvords of this very moment. The fact

straight and narrow. A. straight line is
fatal to the existence of any universe.

"Forced to such paths, the planets
might survive crashes with tOne an
other, but they would find gaps in their
OWll bounding sphere and disappear in
to the void. Any that r~turned would
do so only temporarily. Even now" 
Davvson's eyes took on a distant stare
- "I can picture a scene Ion a planet
in such a systlelu, with the wisest
scientist in that particular world pre
dicting total destruction from that
most horrible, abonlinable and most
tragic ,of all Nature's errors, the
straight line!"

"And that factor?'

"The curve." Da"\vson raised one
hand as though· it contained an
imaginary globe. "Even our concept of
chaos preconceives notation. From
\vhirling matter are shaped suns, their
planets and their satellites. Any uni
vers'e that deviates from that pattern
is doomed. TheTe is one thing that
Nature abhors lu,ore than a vacuum.
That thing is a straight line!"

Da"vson scarcely paused as he sight
ed along his cue. I-Ie was the philoso
pher as luuch as the physicist, ,vhen he
added in a tone of prophecy:

"Picture an ideal solar systeln, vvith
multiple suns fixed in its heavens. Be
neath those suns, consider perfect
planets, all of a balance, lacking any
satellites \vhich in theluselves are im
p'erfections resulting from some distur
bance. Poise that system in any form
of space you desirE': gaseous, liquid,
even solid. Yes" - Dawson nodded"
quite convinced of his statement
"our ovvn, space is unquesti,onably
gaseous, so there could be solid space
as vvell. H,owever, poise those planets
as I said. And then -"

The famous astrophysicist paused in
his game, came erect and wagged his
head to emphasize ~,is statement.

"Then, gentlemen, do anything," de
clared Dawson, "Anything but one
thing. Stop those planets in their
courses . Rotate them anew, in reverse,
if you wish. Swing their orbits, make
thelu into pretzel twists, to lis'e that
term again. But do not deviate them
from the curved and broad to the

Christopher.
,necessarily

Mr.
not

correction,
but

imaginary! "

HThis hypothetical sphere, then. Is
everything \vithin it 7"

UEverything that we understand,"
Dawson rejoined. "but there still could

other such spheres of existence."

"Apart fronl ours?"

','Possibly. Or lour sphere could be
vrithin a larger one, and so

on and on and on. Conversely, our vast
could contain a smaller cosmos,

or any number of such. Each would be
bounded by its IOwn limitations. One
factor, ho\vever, is essential to any

CHRIS scratched with the one-ball
and Bill took over. Chris was shaking
his head as though "\vatching rockets go
around in circles.

"But this imaginary sphere, Doctor
Da\vson -"

GtNothing 7" quel'ied Chris. "Not even
space ?r,

"Not even space," replied Dawson. I
have included space within the
-cosmos that I just defined."

uNo wonder I'm twisted like a
Bill says!"

11lay be the same, Mr.
Gb,ru)tonh,er." Dawson's lips tvvitched

as though he hoped it would
som,e day turn .out to be .that way
"Yes, your interplanetary ships, if you
ever build theIu, luay find thenl£'elves

on invisible space-tracks with
unseen switches and possibly some
dead-ends. "



rang home through Dawson's giant in
tellect, though he did not express it.
Chris Christopher and Bill Farnum, as
they watched Lee Dawson play his
final shot in the pool game, were
positive that s0lYl:e strange thought
had been the inspiration for the
quotation. A thought. wave which
had arrived on a curved beam,
of course, not an abo min a b I e
straight line.

As a matter f.or the record, which
was never made, the quotation sprang

from the bearded lips of Sijor Majox,
Chief Quillian 'Of the Vaxpaba in
Eonia, the capital city of Infinito, the
Black Planet.

A Quillian, in earthly parlance,
would amount to an astronomer, a
Vaxpaba his observatory. But in Eonia,
the office as well as the institution
carried a much greater implication. The
astronomers (which we may term the
Quilfians f!or convenience, as they are
now all extinct and cannot object)
were the lawmakers, the philosophers,

the theologians, in fact
Board of Directors 0
Infinito.



studied and surveyed. So science had
sway early in the history of In

finito. Sijor Majox was reminding his
hearers of that fact as he addressed
the Quillianaba or B·oard of Quillians.

"The most tragic of all Nature's
errors," pronounced Sijor, "The
straight li~e! We, the inhabitants of
Infinito, are to suffer oblivion because
of it, the way the other planets have!"

There was a stir through the Quil
lhalla or Great Hall of Quillians. Sijor
could hear rumbI'es from the loud
speakers of Karth Midoq and Toth
Tibor, the leaders of the two minority
groups. Sijor spread his great arms
for silence and his jet-black beard
glistened against the silver sheen of
his official robe. Sijor knew the tricks
of oratory that would sway the crowd
against Karth and Toth. He intended to
use them, but only because at heart he
was sincere. With the fate of a uni
verse hanging by a whim, it was a
tinle for sincerity.

"Tradition has it that our planets all
were one," declared Sijor. "Whether a
vast, single planet, as Karth Midoq and
his LJnicos claim or a cluster of worlds
as pictured by Toth Tibor and his
Sleparos, the ultimate result was the
same. Some vast cataclysm shattered
our system into various worlds of ap
proxim.ately the same size but varying
greatly in appearance.

"There was a golden planet, un
doubtedly composed of mineral rock; a
blue planet, pr·obably covered by shal
low seas; a red planet, with great
stretches of desert wastes. Other
planets had broad equatorial belts of
various collors and huge, snowy polar
caps in contrast, showing distinct
differences in the climates of those
worlds. Of those, ·only our planet, In
finito, remains. The others have be
come legend."

KARTH Midoq was on his feet,
vV'aving a tight fist and shouting an in
terruption that turned his gaunt face
livid.

"Not legend!" cried Karth. "History!
We do not know how many worlds
there were in-all, because s,ome 'ex
ploded soon after the great cataclysm
of creation -"

"An objection!" The booming tone
came from Toth Tibor. "It was not an
explosion that caused the original
cataclysm, but a shock that resulted in
a breaking up of worlds. Therefore',
\\~e can not agree that any worlds
exploded later. Particularly" - T·oth"s
reddish eyes, peering from a puffy face,
glared angrily at Karth - "particular
ly because some of those vanished
planets later reappeared."

"Ridiculous," sneered Karth. "They
were new worlds -"

"From where?" interposed Toth.
"The same old explosion 1"

"Of course," claimed Karth. "They
were gaseous nebulae that gradually
took slolid shape."

"They were lost planets," argued
Karth; "temporarily hidden by some
obstruction in space."

Sijor Majox called for silence, then
smiled in his beard as he spread his
great, robed arms. He had pitted Karth
and Toth one against the other, letting
them haggle over their same ,old
theories. Now Sijor had regained his
sway.

"Let the past be the past," declared
Sijor, solemnly quoting from Traxol,
the Great Bard of Infinito. "We are
eoncerned with the present and its bear
ing on the future. Of all the worlds,
only tWIO remain: Our World, Infinito,
the Black Planet." Sijor paused, whille
the thousand Quillians rose and bowed
their allegiance at mention of their
homeland. "And Devolo, the Destroyer
of Our LJniverse, the Dread White
Planet!"

THE Quillhalla seethed with the
hissed hatred that the thousand Quil
lians held toward the White Planet.
When the demonstration had subsided,
Sijor Maj,ox spoke calmly but tactfully.

"Let me assure you," Sijor avowed,
"that I hold the White Planet in the
same contempt as every member of
this assembly. I might even say that I
hold Devolo in the same terror, as
welL" There was an uneasy shift
anlong the Quillians at Sij-or's ad
mission. Then: "But the fact remains
that vvhenever the White Planet de
livers destruction, its course is a
straight line.

"If our planets flollowed orbits, as
occasionally they appear to do because
of their rotation, this menace would he
'ended. But no. Always, when rotation
ceases, the snow-clad planet is the first
to move again, colliding with other
melubers lof our system. This of course
we kno,v only from recorded observa
tion through the ages. We have wit
nessed no crash of worlds in our time."
A pause, then Sijor added drily, but
grimly: "Perhaps because there are no
wlorlds left but Infinito and Devolo,
the Black Planet and the White."

A visible shudder swept the members
of the Quillianaba, running like a
silvery ripple, supplied by the
shoulders beneath their robes. Then a
venerable Quillian, Agwar the Advisor,
rose from his chair beside Sijor Majox.

"Speaking of straight lines, Chief
Quillian," said Agwar, "our planets,
,\Then in motion, often changed their
courses, according to reliable calcula
tions ,of former Quillians."

"I have studied those calculations,"
acknowledged Sijor, and there were
frequent directional changes as you
say. But they were always angles, from
one straight line to another."

"But how could that be 1"
'4Through contact with some invisible

obstructi,on in the green void which
supports us in space."

There were murmurs of dissent
among the Quillians and
pr.omptly voiced the argument that
was in their minds.

"Weare not certain that the void is
solid," stated Agwar. "Some of our
hest observers claim that it is simply
an illusion caused by the luminesence
of the three green suns that give us
light and heat."

"The three suns are yellow," as
s'erted Sijor. "The green au~ora which
surrounds them may be a reflection of
the void upon wh~ch we drift. But we
were speaking of straight lines,
Agwar. When the White Planet moves
again, it will com,e straight fo:r us
simply because there are no other
planets remaining to attract it."

There were shouts of "No, no, no,"
through the Quillhalla. Agwar quieted
them, then turned to Sijor and re
minded him calmly:

"Our planet has been in collisions
before. Always, damage has been
slight. Our low-lying hills have served
as buffers, which is why our people
have lived only in valleys, since time
immemoriaL So why should we fear an··
other crash?"

"Because it will mean oblivion," as
sured Sijor. "Time after time, in the
course of our history, the White Planet
has crashed another member of our
system and sent it racing to some
yawning gap in the solid void around
us. I know, I know" - again Sij,or
waved his arms for silence - "you will
dispute my contention that space has
limits, but my study of our records,
plus my own observation, convince me
that there are boundaries to our uni
verse."

"Only if we can solve the riddle lof
radial acceleration, can we save our
world and the universe which is now
represented by two planets, one black,
the other vvhite. If Infinito and
Devolo could only acquire orbits, per
haps revolving about each other! Then
neither would ever reach the barriers
of outer space, as a dozen - perhaps
more - of our fellow-planets have
done. They are gone and it is now our
turn to vanish with them!"

SIJOR Majox sat down and folded
his arms. Hie disregarded the tumult
that filled the Quillhalla. To a man,
the Quillians were storming their dis
approval of Sijor's speech. Even the
factions of Karth and Toth had joined
against the Chief Quillian. Only one
Inan could calm that human tempest.
Old Ag\var arose and as the roar sub
sided, the advisor spoke, a sad charity
in his tone.

"As men of science," stated Agwars



"we must still remember that
are things beyond us. Sijor has:fo
ten this, but vve can forgive him.
is one reason why our planet, m
will survive. I have Steen that rea
for myself and fellow-Quillians,
have most of you."

Solemn and subdued,
"Right!" and "Hear, hear"
the Quillhalla.

"We have flown in our
continued Agwar, "above
ebony forests, across the vast da
seas, over the jutting crags tIl.
glisten with mountains of jet and co
We have reached the single polar c
of our glorious planet, and nowre
there, looking down into that sma
circle of perpetual snow.

"In the center of that circle is
symbol in pure black graphite, dam
back to the very dawn of o\1rplanet'
creation. A symbol etched there, n
one knows how, but certainly n
human hand. Time and again, ,our
\vondering eyes have studied that mark
and identified it, the symbol of in
finity!"

Agwar paused until a mighty roar
of approval faded, then he added:
"History tells us that no such ma.rk
\\ras ever observed on the polar caps of
other planets. The Black Planet alone
was stamped with the token of InfIDity.
From it came our name 'Infinito' wIDch
states our destiny. We are to be the
world without end."

The cheers for Agwar shook
hemispherical canopy that roofed the
Quillhalla. They turned to jeers as
Sijor Majox rose to take the floor.
Nothing now could save the Chief
Quillian. His term of office was auto
matically ended by this expression of
unanimous contempt. His lif.e would be
in jeopardy unless he stepped down
from the platform as expression of
voluntary resignation.

Inst'ead, Sijor Majox spread his arms
in a fierce, commanding gestur:e, his
last official act. The great roofed can
opy spread open. Shouts froze on
horror-struck lips as Sijor pointed up
ward. The green glow of the three sun
was eclipsed by a great mass of ,vhite
ness, an orb that expanded with a
speed that threatened soon to fill the
sky. That glistening ,vhiteness was
turning gray as it caught their re
flection from the Black Planet upon
"vhich it was descending at incredibl'e
speed.

'The chill of that
hushed all .human voices until one, the
voice lof Sijor Majox, boomed
the silence:

"The White Planet, Devo10, bring
destruction. It will send us crashing. t
oblivion. This is the end of our warl
Infinito. With our Black Planet, a u
verse perishes, because of the m



tragic of Nature's errors, a straight
line!"

THERE was a sharp click as white
moet black under the glo,v of the three

. green-shaded laInps above the corner
table in Jerry's P,ool and Billiard Hall.

Doctor Dawson watched with halted
cue as the eight-ball sped straight to
the corner pocket and plopped from
sight as though gulped frOln the green
cloth. That shot cleared the table.
Dawson had "i'"on the pool game. He
glanced at his watch, frowned vvhen he
saw how late it ,vas.

"Sorry, gentlemen," said the astro
physicist. "I must hurry. I am lectur
ing this evening on the correlation of
time and space. What seems a mere
hour to us might represent centuries
or even ages to the inhabitants of a
more limited cosm:os. To creatures, for
instance" - Davvson paused, looked
for an example and brightened 
"whose worlds were pool balls rolling
in a universe the size of this table. An

.unfortunate universe it would be" 
Dawson's head shook sadly - "flOr the
paths of its planets would be straight
lines. They would not long survive."

D'awson bowed his good-night and
departed. Bill Farnum plucked up the
cue-ball and put it on the shelf. He
didn't realize that its cold surface was
caused a film of perpetual snow
that completely oovered Devolo, the
White Planet. Bill returned to the
tabl-e, dipped into the corner
and brought out Infinito, the Black
Planet.

AS his hand idly juggled the jet
hued sphere, Bill Farnum never real
ized that only a few minutes ago, as he
would measure time, this had been a
living world. That would have been the
equivalent of centuries to the long
dead inhabitants of Infiniuo. But even
if he'd handled the planet back then,
Farnum's touch would never have
sensed the ilnperceptible markings that
represented low-ridged hills, nor felt
the ever-so-slight moisture of the

shallow, inky seas.
But those were gone novv, like Sijor

l\Iajox and the thousand Quillians. The
glossy, anthricitic surface of Infinitlo
was as smooth as the shiny, snovvy
\vastes of Devolo.

Chris Christopher stood glumly by,
his hand on the wall-switch

"Dawson dodged our questions," as
serted Chris, "because he didn't want
to answer theln. All that doublte-talk of
curved space and limited
who would believe that rot? What a
stupid analogy, comparing pool balls
to a COSillOS!"

Chris was staring straight at the

shelf \vhere Bill had placed Infinito.
Purely by chanC'e, Bill had set the
black world so that its polar cap ,vas
outvvard. The numeral on that sphere
happened to be so turned that it proud
ly proclainled itself the symbol of In
finity, the token that had caused
countless generations of inhabitants to
believe that their Black Planet would
exist forever.

But Chris Christopher didn't inter
pret it that way as he pressed the
switch that 'extinguished the three,
green-shaded suns. To Chris, the Black
Planet was just another eight-ball.

-THE END-

1

who doubt the possibility lof space travel
in either the immediate or distant future should c~tch

up on a few vital statistics. Every day, a mere one
hundred million space transports haul into our planet,
Earth. Since this has been going on for countless centur
ies, we may safely assume that space transportation is
the C1ommonest of all forms of trav,eL

The space ships in question are the nleteors. which
approach the earth in huge swarms. When they encounter
our atmosphere, its friction burns them to a crisp, so
that only the larger ones are visible to the naked eye
as "shooting stars" or meteorites, the term applied to
those that actually reach the surface of the earth.

the famous meteor swarm of 1833,
nearly a quarter of a million shooting stars were visible

-by estimate-from a single observation post,
nlidnight and dawn. This is merely representative of the
trillions or more that are constantly TIoving in
terplanetary realms.

The fate of the average meteor does not stand as an
argument against the prospect of space traveL Quite the
contrary. When meteorites land on Earth they are fre
quently cool, because friction with the air has worn IOff
their outer layer. Froln this we can assume that space
ships, equipped with envelopes of suitable materials, can
negotiate safe landings on other planets.

Meteor swarms may some day be regarded as the
trade winds of interplanetary commerce, with their
the most branch in the entire subject IOf
astronomy. THE END
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robots and ghosts, with exoursions into
time as \vell as space. The best way
to dra\v the line is to read the book.
Even then you won't find out, but the
experience itself \vill prove fascinating
f or those who seek their fill of STF.

THE dyed and undying STF fan \vill
find "TI-IE OUTER REACHES" utter
ly to his liking. Published by Random
House, Price $3.95, the book contains
17 stories by \vell-known writers who
individually aided and abetted August
Delerth, the editor, by selecting their
o\vn favorite stories.

As a restllt, \ve find a mixture of
space and fantasy in "Interloper"
Paul Anderson; a,rocket-ship narrative
\vith an o. I-Ienry snapper in "Pardon
My Mistake" by Fletcher Pratt; a
dO\\Tn-to-earth yarn that lnight - or
lnight not! - happen to you in "The
Green Cat" by Cleve Cartmill. Add to
these ingredients a batch of robots,
blue mutants and other charming
creatures, \vhich produce a delectable
di sh indeed fron1 the strictly STF
standpoint..

The authors state their reasons for
choosing the stories and \vhether the
title of the book influenced thenl, or
great minds merely travel sinlilar
spacetracks, a considerable number
deal ,vith interplanetry subjects. The
net result is a unique volume that
lacks the usual balance of most STF
anthologies. This in a sense may be ... a

point of added. merit. Certainly the
book should gain top-rating with con
stant readers \vho are interested
learning what makes authors, as
as their stories, tick.

FOR the more studious reader of
STF, another new anthology "GREAT
STORIES OF SCIENCE FICTION"
\vill ring the bell and definitely. Pub
lished by Random House at $2.95 this
book contains a dozen stories by dif
ferent authors including one by the
bo·ok's editor, Murray Leinster.

This collection advertises itself as
free of "bug-eyed monsters" and their
ilk. But the things that happen in its
pages shouldn't happen even to a BEM.
We meet a creature from an unknown
planet \vho pilots a rocket-ship into a
petunia bed and through x-ray vision
observes earth-folk as living skeletons.
In a story of "Liquid Life" a virus dis
courses \vith hunlans through a loud
speaker.

The editor states that he chose these
stories because he \vished he'd written
them, vlhich is sOll1ething of an idea
for a story in itself. The book contains
an introduction by Clifton Fadiman
and each story is prefaced with in
teresting editotial COlnluents. In all,
the volunle is as well-planned as the
stories are \vell-chosen, which should
please ne\v readers as well as STF fen.

STILL more up-to-date is "TO
MORROW, THE STARS" published by
Doubleday & Company, Inc" at $2.95.
Edited by Robert A Heinlein, this
volume .anthologizes nearly a dozen
stories \vhich appeared in luagazines
\vithin the past t\VO years, plus a fe",,"
older yarns that were included because
of special merit. Not one of these
stories has previously appeared in any
anthology.

Though its title smacks of space
travel, the book does not confine itself
to that branch of STF. In fact only a
few of the stories deal with space. The
editor classes all the stories as "specul
ative fiction" which deal with "the
shape of tomorro\v" and the stories
thelnselves have been adlTIirably
chosen.

Though the editor draws a line be
tween Science Ficti,on and Fantasy, the
stories provide a strange medley of

again ~e quote the editors of the book
-:this volume fulfills its mission. With
stories selected from over a period of a
dozen years or more, it gives the read
er· not only a variety of tales, but a
basic education in the evolution of STF.

SOME readers may be twice-familiar
with "SCIENCE FICTION OMNIBUS"
published by Garden City Press at
$2.95 and edited by Everett T. Bleiler
and T. E. Dikty. The term "twice
familiar" far from being fantastic in
itself, reduces to the silnple factor of
2 in 1 where this book is concerned.
The Omnibus is a double-volunle con
sisting of two books originally publish
ed by Frederick Fell, Inc., as "The
Best Science Fiction Stories 1949"
and "The Best Science Fiction Stories:
1950."

For those vvho do not have either of
the original volumes, the Omnibus
goes far to"Vvard being "the best" of
1952, most especially from the bargain
standpoint. Variety vies \vith value in
its 25 up-to-date STF stories, which
include "repeats" by several authors,
\vhose stories happened to appear in
both of the original volumes. This will
further acquaint new STF readers \vith
favorite authors in the field.

The "dated" feature is to be COlTI
lnended as it shows the vogue in STF
during the years mentioned. As the
editors state, the Omnibus is a "re
presentative collection of trends and
ideas within the modern range -of
developnlent." This marks it fine for
anyone who is catching up on his STF
reading and should give the book a
permanent value in any library.

FOR the new reader of STF, there
is material aplenty in "ADVENTURE

TIME AND SPACE" offered by
Random. House at $2.95. This is a re
print of a collection \-vhich appeared
six years ago. Though some\vhat a
IIJ.L.I.'U\.;;;;""''-''-' the ne\v printing 00ntains 800
pages and its 30 stories include some
of short-novel length.

The editors, Raymond J. Healy and
H. FraneisMcComas state clearly that
they have aimed to introduce modern
science-fiction in stories that portray

and well, nlan's existence
long fight against space, time, his
machines - and hirnself. As proof that
their choice is glood, the book contains

Gioes There?" - a noteworthy
story \vhich was adapted to motion

form, but Inust be read in its
original version to gain its full impact.

As a "started" or ··nnn1n··n]"lTIlel'"

APPROXIMATELY a quarter cen-
has passed since the word

"S:cientifiction" \-vas coined for a
brand of literature then undergoing a
rapid as well as sudden expansion.
8mce then the term has been shortened
to STF and experts are still speculat
ing as to Ithe real origin of such
writing; some dating its inception to
the ancient days of Homer the Bard,

others ascribe it to the modern
of Jules Verne.

What concerns us more is the pre
Bent and its relation to the future 
or 'Ne might say the numerous futures
- that ,ve read about in STF. Despite

of critics, the "s" now
llor Science and the "F" for

More and more, those t\-vo
extremes have approached each other
until BOW, though they may deny a
meeting of their own nlinds, they have

the mind of the average reader.
those unearthly twins of

Science and Fantasy might be likened
of topgs that never establish

although they grip a cake of
~ou, reader, frozen in

- b~tvveen their capable
prongs. What with the cold, hard facts
of science producing greater incredi
biliti-es than the fantastic legends of
mythology, the result was inevitable.

The gr'owing literature of these twin
fields has no\v begun to perpetuate it
self, through the publication of an
V.L.L'-''''V,l''"\.L'-,,,-, that claim to contain the best
of such stories written to date. With a
vast range to pick from, the claim can

shared by different volumes,
from the standpoint of the in

dividu1,ll buyer, it should be defined ac
to his needs and tastes.
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